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Executive Summary
Context
1.

The Welland Strategic Alignment Project, or “Pathfinder”, was focused on the Welland subregion of the East Midlands, with the overall aim of “improving the experience of customers
in the Welland who wish to access business support services”. The Pathfinder was led by
emda, the RDA with the lead for Enterprise at the time, working in partnership with the Small
Business Service (SBS)1 and Defra and East Midlands sub-regional partners to design the
project. The Pathfinder’s objectives are laid out in Table 1.
Table 1: The objectives of the Welland Strategic Alignment Project
Within the Welland area to achieve the following objectives and outcomes:
1

Ensure strategic alignment of key business support providers in the region/sub-region

2

Improve the take-up of services from the public and private sector by businesses in the Welland

3

Test whether support for the whole range of rural (including land-based) enterprises can be delivered
successfully through the mainstream system (Business Link as generalist broker)

4

Improve the coherency of the ‘bundle’ of publicly funded services offered to customers

5

Reduce confusion for the customer by reducing duplication of services offered

6

Promote Business Link as the single point of contact for all services in the Welland

7

Ensure publicly funded services complement but do not compete with similarly priced services from the
commercial sector

Source: Welland Strategic Alignment Project, Project Application Form, March 2005.

2.

The evaluation of the Pathfinder, commissioned by the SBS, consisted of two strands:
•

•

An evaluation of the outcomes of the Pathfinder:
¾

Quantitative data collection: ‘baseline’ and ‘exit’ surveys of the Welland
business population, and a survey of businesses that engaged with a Rural
Business Services Adviser (RBSA)

¾

Qualitative research: partner and key provider consultations; bilateral and
informal contact with the Pathfinder core team and contributions to the
Pathfinder’s Steering Group, and Action Learning Sets.

The action learning strand, designed “to play a supportive role in the development of
the project so that the partners are involved in the evaluation and the evaluation plays
an integral part in providing useful feedback and analysis to the project’s
development”.

1
Since the research was completed the business support policy functions of DTI have been transferred to the
Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR)
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Process
3.

The Pathfinder was launched in June 2005 as an ‘action research’ project and completed at
the end of March 2006, followed by a three-month extension. The design of the Pathfinder
had, at its core, a team of four Rural Business Services Advisers (RBSAs). The team of
RBSAs targeted small businesses to raise awareness of the range of business support available
and to activate their take-up of business support by signposting businesses to appropriate
provision. The intention was to learn about engaging with enterprises in rural locations, and
enterprises that had not previously engaged with business support.

Achievement of objectives
Objective 1: Ensure strategic alignment of key business support providers in
the region/sub-region
4.

The Pathfinder has started the process of alignment through putting in place some structures
and processes that could form the foundations for enhancing alignment in the future. These
include:
•

a face-to-face model of proactive brokerage has been tested, and adopted by other
programmes as a result

•

simplification, through repackaging initiatives, has been initiated by emda, with a
range of benefits that contribute to simplifying and increasing the coherence of the
business support offer to businesses

•

the inclusion of specialised and excluded sectors into ‘mainstream’ business support
has been tested and some actions taken to facilitate this

•

helping to influence understanding and behaviour at a national government level.

Objective 2: Improve the take-up of services from the public and private sector
by businesses in the Welland
5.

The Pathfinder has improved the take-up of business support services within the segment of
the business community that formed the focus of this study, delivering a high level of
additionality:
•

High levels of satisfaction with the RBSA service were reported and considerable
support for a model similar to the Pathfinder was identified amongst stakeholder
organisations, although the high cost of delivering such an intensive service was
recognised.

•

The Pathfinder model does rely heavily on the ability of the RBSAs to refer
effectively. The linkage between the RBSA and the referral organisations was
vulnerable, and if such a model were adopted refinements would be necessary to
ensure the referral organisations delivered the same quality and responsiveness as the
brokerage stage.
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Objective 3: Test whether support for the whole range of rural (including landbased) enterprises can be delivered successfully through the mainstream
system (Business Link as generalist broker)
6.

The Pathfinder is only one small piece in the business support ‘jigsaw’ and cannot be truly
effective in isolation. However, the delivery model was relatively successful in reaching and
supporting rurally located businesses.

7.

It demonstrated, within certain constraints, the possibility of delivering support for the whole
range of rural enterprises through the mainstream system. However, satisfaction with the
complete package of support delivered through the Pathfinder (that is, the brokerage and
referral, and the follow-on support) was not as high as with the service provided by the RBSA
(the brokerage and referral alone).

8.

Success will depend on having the necessary supporting infrastructure in place, and on the
delivery organisation commanding sufficient confidence amongst the business support
community to ensure collaboration. Providing a ‘seamless’ business support service will also
require commitment at all levels (national, regional and sub-regional and local) and on there
being in place streamlined structures and incentives for connecting up both public and private
sector intermediary delivery organisations across all sectors.
Objective 4: Improve the coherency of the ‘bundle’ of publicly funded services
offered to customers

9.

Given the national and regional influence of a relatively small project, delivered at a local
level, the Pathfinder must be considered as very successful in relation to this objective.

10.

The intensive personalised service delivered by well informed RBSAs assured the businesses
of a coherent picture of the support available, and a simple entry into the system.

11.

Improving the coherence of the bundle of publicly funded services offered to businesses can
only be achieved through a fundamental review of business support funding, contracting and
delivery. At best, the Pathfinder was only in a position to provide evidence that will in the
future support a shift in this direction, rather than achieving a great deal in itself although, as
noted in relation to Objective 2, some steps have already been taken to simplify and
repackage business support initiatives at a local level.

12.

In relation to widening the scope of support to include a broader range of help to business the
conclusions were:
•

widening the scope of the services included in the business support ‘bundle’ was too
ambitious a proposition at present

•

if support was to be widened, businesses favoured support in relation to
environmental issues, which are considered intrinsic to business performance. Some
awareness raising and information on crime prevention would also be welcomed.
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Objective 5: Reduce confusion for the customer by reducing duplication of
services offered
13.

The evaluation found evidence of confusion amongst businesses about the range of business
support, but confusion was greater amongst the business support community. The potential
for reducing confusion was shown by the success of the RBSAs in reducing levels of
confusion amongst the businesses with which they worked.

14.

Confusion could be further offset by:

15.

•

increasing the length of funding cycles to a minimum of three years to increase the
stability of business

•

increasing the flexibility of funding so that regional or sub-regional support
organisations can define the detailed objectives of the funding and the associated
targets

•

enabling business support organisations to assign sufficient time to managing the
volume of information and the complexity of the business support networks, so
ensuring knowledge and relationships remain current, and for funders to recognise
this in the targets assigned to a funding stream.

A number of conditions were found to be needed to reduce duplication, many of which rely
on changes being made which are beyond the influence of a local or even regional project.
These include:
•

clear, sufficiently detailed, up-to-date and centrally collected information about
providers, funding and initiatives – enabling gaps and areas of duplication to be
identified

•

a shared resolve amongst business support organisations to work together to refine
and streamline the business support on offer

•

a regionalised process of harmonising the range of funding streams for business
support

•

collaboration between government departments at national level to simplify and
streamline funding streams.

Objective 6: Promote Business Link as the single point of contact for all
services in the Welland
16.

Many of the limitations of the Pathfinder model identified in the course of the research related
to the overlaps between the service delivered by the RBSAs and the Business Link IDB
model. If regional Business Link were to incorporate the RBSA role as the model for
brokering services to rural and hard-to-reach businesses, many of the shortcomings in the
Pathfinder approach could be removed:
•

the risk of duplicating the diagnostic process and the central ‘account manager’
relationship would no longer exist
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•
17.

the inefficiencies and data protection issues surrounding data sharing would be
removed since the service would be contracted and branded by Business Link.

On the basis of the evidence presented, there is a reasonably good foundation on which such a
single point of contact could be made to work. There will, however, need to be robust
protocols, clarity of roles and responsibilities, commitment to locally-based delivery, and
supportive infrastructure in place to make the over-arching service come together.
Objective 7: Ensure publicly funded services complement but do not compete
with similarly priced services from the commercial sector

18.

The Pathfinder has been successful insofar as it has started the journey to ensuring
complementarity between publicly funded and commercial services. It can thus be considered
to have been partially successful in addressing this objective and has achieved the following:
•

information on over one hundred partner organisations has been fed into the Welland
Xtra Knowledge Bank

•

the Partnership Protocol and Partner meeting initiative have started the process of
putting in place a widely inclusive infrastructure that can work together to address
gaps and duplication in order to achieve greater alignment of services. To this end,
information on the various partners’ objectives has already been circulated amongst
the group.

Key lessons
Observations about the delivery model
The proactive brokerage role is appropriate …

19.

The Pathfinder has demonstrated that a proactive brokerage role is an appropriate starting
point for the delivery of business support services to rural businesses and, in particular, to
hard-to-reach businesses and those businesses that have not previously engaged with external
business support.

20.

This brokerage role can be delivered by an independent organisation at ‘arm’s length’ from,
but integrated with, Business Link.
The ‘sensitised generalist’ …

21.

The first substantial contact point for the business – the broker – needs to have the ability to
communicate with the business ‘in their context’, as ‘sensitised generalists’ - that is, whatever
the sectoral, technical or value focus of the business, the broker should be sufficiently aware
of the issues and priorities relating to the type of business. The research has suggested a
genuine specialist is not needed, nor appropriate, at the brokerage stage, with specialist input
being a function of the subsequent stage of support.
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Extending the broker role to include first stage provision of advice …

22.

The research recommends brokers should be able to deliver small amounts of support which
the private sector will not, or cannot, take on and which are too small to represent a defined
piece of consultancy, training or other form of support. Mindful of the potential for conflict
of interest, this role would need to be carefully monitored.
Investing in the broker role …

23.

The Pathfinder has demonstrated the importance of allocating a considerable percentage of a
broker’s time to managing and maintaining information, relationships and networks, and to
continuous professional development. A strong case has also been made for the team
management role. Evidence from the supply side corroborates this need, as does the struggle
delivery agents are facing to remain current and manage the complexities of the business
support network without sufficient time factored into their role for these tasks.
Engaging hard-to-reach businesses – the importance of face-to-face interaction …

24.

The RBSAs were successful in engaging with businesses that had not previously taken up
externally delivered business support. However, the research did not identify new,
innovative, cost-effective alternatives to face-to-face interaction, and stressed the importance
of the face-to-face interaction in the process of engaging a business, developing trust and a
relationship that subsequently enables appropriate referral and support.
An integrated service: the RBSA as ‘account manager …

25.

The Pathfinder identified the benefits of an ‘end to end’ process, whereby one individual
tracks and manages contact with the business, ensuring that the referral organisations deliver
in a timely and quality assured fashion, and monitors further support needs. Such a service
carries a cost, and the experience of the Pathfinder suggested that delivering an ‘account
manager’ service to businesses requires a significant resource – four to five hours was the
average time spent by the RBSAs on the overall process of identifying and contacting a hardto-reach business, setting up a meeting, undertaking preparatory research, carrying out the
meeting and providing follow-up services.
Estimate of the cost of a proactive broker service …

26.

The RBSA delivery model has been used as the basis for calculating the cost of a proactive
brokerage service for rural areas, with a remit to reach hard-to-reach businesses and business
support virgins and to include agricultural and land-based communities in the service:
•

the cost for one proactive broker, working full-time on a delivery-only basis (i.e.
without any research responsibility) is estimated at around £49,900 p.a. (this includes
direct costs, overheads and the shared cost of a team manager and administrator)2

2

This calculation is based on the RBSA salary of £27,500 p.a. However, for the purposes of calculating the future
cost of delivering a proactive brokerage service, the Pathfinder recommended basing costs on a broker salary of
between £28,000 and £33,000.
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•

the unit costs, based on RBSA activity measured by key business-facing activity
indicators, would therefore be as follows:
¾

Cost per ‘new business contacted’:

£153

¾

Cost per business assisted involving face-to-face meeting:

£282.

Regional and sub-regional considerations
Keep delivery local …

27.

28.

The recommendation is that brokerage, whether delivered independently as with the RBSA
model, or through Business Link, should be hosted and delivered through an organisation
with a local presence. The arguments supporting this recommendation include:
•

the credibility and trust businesses place in locally based resources (organisation and
individual) rather than services ‘parachuted’ into the area

•

the importance of access

•

the knowledge of local networks, services and conditions

•

the local intelligence, understanding of business culture and the community

•

the ability to respond directly to local strategies and issues, and to tailor the support to
meet local needs.

Recent indications from emda3 suggest the Regional Business Link offer will reflect this, with
the intention to “maintain expertise and local presence” through ”locally based advisers …
who will ensure that services retain local presence and knowledge”. The Pathfinder research
supports and encourages this aim.
The importance of locating a brokerage service in a strong business support infrastructure …

29.

A brokerage service cannot operate successfully in isolation – it is only one component in the
business support infrastructure, albeit a key coordinating link. The differences in the
infrastructure that exist at a local level highlighted the need for a strongly underpinned
business support service characterised by the existence of business advisory structures, strong
local networks, and an effective coalition of key provider organisations.
The importance of regional and local networking and partnership: communication is vital …

30.

The need for the brokerage model to be fully integrated into the wider business support
network, and the importance of strong networks and partners has been emphasised. The
evaluation of the Pathfinder highlighted:
•

3

the need for clearly defined and mutually beneficial objectives for collaborative
activities

A new way – the changing face of Business Link in the East Midlands. emda, October 2005.
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•

the importance of evolving and refining initiatives until they are ‘fit for purpose’

•

the challenges of gaining commitment to a shared set of objectives

•

the need to allow sufficient time to go through the evolutionary period of developing
a partner group

•

the difficulty in developing meaningful interaction with fragmented groups (for
example, banks, accountants and small private business support organisations)

•

that a ‘protocol’ and partner meeting process (in this case the Partnership Protocol
and partner meeting structure developed by the Pathfinder) is only the first stage of
trying to improve coherence – it took one year to put this foundation in place and it
was only at the end of the Pathfinder that a substantial dialogue and outputs began to
be generated

•

the need for a formal mechanism to maintain the momentum of partner meetings and
to make sure that there is a direct channel of communication between this and other
components of business support activity.

Widening the business support service to include support for all rural enterprises …

31.

The Pathfinder reported qualified support for the mainstream brokerage service to support all
rural enterprises, including agriculture and other land-based industries, providing the
organisation and structure in place to deliver the brokerage service is sufficiently well
informed, sensitised, effective and credible.
Messages for the National Agenda

32.

Without reducing overlap and duplication in central Government at a national level, it will be
difficult to take fundamental steps to improving coherence at the regional and local levels.

33.

Key issues identified for central government action included:
•

Funding from a range of government departments have the potential to overlap,
confuse and result in duplication. Short-term funding cycles contribute to confusion
due to the plethora of projects and constant churn. Government departments should
collaborate to simplify and streamline the funding streams, and to increase the length
of funding cycles to increase stability in the business support sector. A minimum of
three years is recommended.

•

Funding should be made more flexible, enabling regional or sub-regional support
organisations to define the detailed objectives of the funding and the associated
targets – to avoid service delivery being diverted from local needs in order to access
funding.

•

A move away from project-based funding, to core funding for key business support
organisations in order to maintain stability and continuity. This would need to be
accompanied by a rigorous monitoring and evaluation framework, which would
enable unacceptable performance to be identified and addressed at an early stage.
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•

Funding from different sources imposes different objectives and targets. These may
not precisely meet the needs of the local business community, but need to be met in
order to access funding. The pressure to deliver against targets can also influence
referral behaviour, retaining businesses rather than passing them to the optimal
support provider.

•

The development of a shared strategy to deploying the funding available to support
enterprise. This would require:
•

agreement of roles and responsibilities across the relevant Government
departments

•

information about all services needs to be clear, sufficiently detailed, up-todate and collected centrally – enabling gaps and areas of duplication to be
identified

•

a collective definition of what constitutes business support would help:
clarifying the structure and composition of the ‘customer base’ and the
component elements of support.
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1: Introduction
1.1

This is the final report on SQW’s evaluation of the Welland Strategic Alignment Project, or
‘Pathfinder’4. The evaluation was commissioned by the Small Business Service (SBS) in
May 2005, and commenced shortly thereafter.

1.2

The project was originally timed to inform the HM Spending Review (SR) 2006, but with the
cancellation of SR2006 in favour of the Comprehensive Spending Review (CSR) 2007, this
evaluation will now provide an evidence-based input into CSR 2007.

1.3

The objectives of the evaluation were to:
•

describe the nature and extent of any changes in the coherence of business support
services, especially with respect to the potential for a brokerage system that can
handle non-business support inquiries relating, for example, to health and crime

•

identify barriers to making local services more coherent, particularly any constraints
arising from conflicting national targets, and how they can be overcome

•

assess project side-effects, especially any reduction of services to certain groups

•

evaluate the degree to which effective practices are replicable and sustainable

•

assess the extent to which improved coherence leads to more effective services and an
improved ability to meet local economic objectives.

1.4

This, however, was not intended to be an evaluation in the traditional sense of providing a
remote assessment of the outcomes and impact of the project. Rather, it was expected “to
play a supportive role in the development of the project so that the partners are involved in
the evaluation and the evaluation plays an integral part in providing useful feedback and
analysis to the project’s development”.5

1.5

The report is structured as follows. Chapter 2 describes the approach adopted by the
evaluation. Chapter 3 provides a context through a brief description of the national and
regional policy that led to the development of the Pathfinder. Chapter 4 briefly describes the
Pathfinder model and delivery process, including an analysis of costs. Chapter 5 then goes on
to assess the performance of the Pathfinder against each of its seven objectives, and in doing
so presents evidence to support the assessment. Chapter 6 reviews the lessons that have
emerged in relation to the Pathfinder delivery model itself, the learning relevant to regional
and sub-regional policy and delivery, and finally the implications at the national level. The
report closes with a brief summation of the key conclusions and lessons for dissemination.
The evidence base that underpins our findings and conclusions is contained in a series of
annexes, listed on the contents page of this report.

4
5

The Pathfinder was renamed ‘the Welland Turnpike Programme’ during the course of the project.
SBS Invitation To Tender. March 2005.
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2: Approach and method of work
Scope of research
2.1

The evaluation of the Welland Pathfinder consisted of two broad strands, running in parallel,
with the following remits:
•

an evaluation of the outcomes of the Pathfinder (the objectives of the evaluation are
listed in Chapter 1)

•

the action learning strand, designed “to play a supportive role in the development of
the project so that the partners are involved in the evaluation and the evaluation plays
an integral part in providing useful feedback and analysis to the project’s
development”.

2.2

The SQW evaluation team delivered a dual role, on the one hand maintaining independence
and impartiality in order to provide an objective assessment; on the other developing a
sufficiently close involvement with the Pathfinder delivery stakeholders to build connections
between the evaluation and the learning aspects.

2.3

The work was divided into three broad phases:
•

Phase 1: concerned with establishing an Evaluation Framework (Annex A) and a
baseline of the current provision of business support services to businesses
(Annex B), concluding with an initial assessment of the Pathfinder. The work
covered the period from June to the end of September 2005, and was presented in the
interim report delivered in November 2005.

•

Phase 2: concerned with the learning element, and involved running Action Learning
Sets (ALS) bringing practitioners together on a topic specific basis, and feeding back
the learning into the Pathfinder. In practice, three working groups were conducted;
the first was a conventional Action Learning Set6; the second two – originally
intended to be based on a similar model, were revised to act as vehicles for the
Steering Group to push forward the actions related to several of the Pathfinder’s
objectives.

•

Phase 3: revisited the baseline research to identify changes, outputs and impacts
effected by, and attributed to, the Pathfinder and within the course of the Action
Learning Sets.

6

Action Learning is “based on the relationship between reflection and action … where the focus is on the issues
and problems that individuals bring and planning future action with the structured attention and support of the
group. Put simply, it is about solving problems and getting things done.” (Fry, Ketteridge & Marshall. A
Handbook for Teaching and Learning in Higher Education (2000). Kogan Page). An Action Learning Set
consists of a small group of people who share the same ‘community of interest’; all with knowledge to offer, with
the group convened to consider a particular issue in a confidential environment.
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2.4

Phase 3 culminates in this report, which reports on the outputs and impacts of the Pathfinder,
and also draws on the cumulative learning to make recommendations both for the future of
the delivery of business services in the Welland, and as a model for wider application.

Methodology
2.5

The approach consisted of the following key components.
Quantitative data collection

2.6

Three main surveys were carried out in the course of the research to gather views from the
Welland business population:
Baseline survey of the Welland Business Population

2.7

Wave 1: A telephone survey of a representative sample of 400 businesses in the Welland was
carried out in July/August 2005, consisting of 325 established businesses (both existing
business support users and business support virgins7) and 75 pre-start and start-ups. The
survey acted as a baseline measure of the situation in the Welland, exploring attitudes to
business support, levels of awareness, understanding of sources of advice and provision in the
Welland, influences and barriers to the take up of business support and frequency of
engagement and satisfaction amongst existing business support users.

2.8

Wave 2: A reprise telephone survey of the Welland business population, carried out in
March/April 2006. The survey contacted 212 of the original sample, and supplemented the
numbers by interviewing additional businesses with a profile necessary to deliver a
representative sample.

2.9

The baseline survey and the report on the comparison between Waves 1 and 2 are presented
in Annex B.
Survey of businesses that engaged with a Rural Business Services Adviser (RBSA)

2.10

Originally not planned, this survey was incorporated in the course of designing the Evaluation
Framework. A proportion of the sample numbers from the representative survey of the
Welland were allocated to this more specifically targeted survey of businesses that had been
contacted by, and had substantive interaction with, an RBSA. One hundred businesses were
interviewed by telephone over the course of January and February 2006. The survey results
are presented in Annex C.
Qualitative research
Partner and key provider consultations

2.11

Face-to-face consultations with key partners and service providers were carried out at the
beginning of the Pathfinder, to establish a baseline picture, understand the complexities of the
business support infrastructure, and to identify issues influencing the coherent management
7

Businesses that had not previously engaged with the business support infrastructure.
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and delivery of business support in the sub-region and beyond. These organisations,
supplemented by additions, were revisited to conduct a comprehensive exit debrief in
May/June 2006. A list of consultees is contained in Annex D.
Bilateral and informal contact

2.12

The SQW team attended a number of the RBSA bi-monthly meetings, maintained telephone
and email contact on a regular basis with the RBSA manager, and the Welland Sub-Regional
Strategic Partnership’s (SSP) project manager, and received the RBSA weekly and monthly
reports, providing one source of data and learning.

2.13

Given SQW’s dual ‘learning’ and ‘evaluation’ roles, it was important to ensure the two
processes were distinct. An evaluation protocol was put in place which defined the basis on
which the SQW team was able to feed material, information and observations into the
Pathfinder (The protocol forms part of the Evaluation Framework presented in Annex A). An
Evaluation Log was kept recording any interventions SQW made beyond the formal
evaluation and Action Learning Set roles. The Evaluation Log is contained in Annex A.
Input into the Steering Group

2.14

As a means of reporting, influencing and participating, SQW was represented at all the
Pathfinder Steering Groups. In addition, once the Operational Group (see paragraph 4.14)
was formed, SQW attended some of those meetings to report, monitor progress and test ideas.
Action Learning Sets

2.15

Informed by the emerging findings from the initial phase of the evaluation, a number of issues
were identified of key concern to the Pathfinder’s research. Three of these themes formed the
basis for the three planned Action Learning Sets. However, following the first ALS, focusing
on “Routes to business: identifying those businesses with unmet needs and with needs they
might find difficult to articulate”, a decision was made by the Steering Group, based on
SQW’s recommendation, to use the other two Sets to focus on ensuring that the Pathfinder
addressed its seven objectives as fully as possible. Two working groups, led by Steering
Group members, were consequently formed, one to focus on Objectives 3 and 6, the other to
focus on Objectives 1, 4, 5 and 7. The output from the first Action Learning Set is contained
in a paper presented in Annex E.
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3: The policy context
3.1

This chapter provides a brief summary of the national and regional policy context that
underpins the development of the Welland Strategic Alignment Project (or “Pathfinder”). It
describes the context and influences that have shaped the design and focus of the Pathfinder,
and emphasises the importance of the project in its potential to inform the shape of business
support delivery in the future. The chapter is structured to present the key policy
developments consecutively, to present an evolving picture of recent thinking.

3.2

The design of the Welland Pathfinder was informed by the policy development and
recommendations of the SBS and Defra, and has its origins in both the Better Regulation Task
Force’s report8 and the Haskins Report9. The former identified that there are a range of
government departments involved in business support, and that there was a case for these to
be more effectively aligned. The latter recommended that Regional Development Agencies
(RDAs) should have lead responsibility in coordinating public sector rural business support
and advice and have direct responsibility for Business Links.

‘Better Regulation Task Force: Local Delivery of Central Policy’.
July 2002
3.3

This newly set up Task Force looked at the delivery process from Whitehall to the ground
level, and found “too many initiatives, confused accountabilities and overly bureaucratic
monitoring and reporting systems.”
As a result, their report made a range of
recommendations, several of which formed the catalyst for the developments and changes in
the structure of, and responsibility for, the delivery of business support that have since taken
place. Of particular relevance to the Pathfinder, the report:
•

recommended that Business Links become the responsibility of RDAs

•

noted that the bureaucracy and burdens of bidding and then accounting for funding
could be disproportionate to the amount of money involved, and recommended that
Departments should think carefully before setting up new competitive bidding
mechanisms to fund local initiatives

•

noted that if there are too many targets, there is no room for local flexibility, and the
DTI should set fewer, sharper, smarter targets for RDAs, focusing on targets that
RDAs can genuinely influence and ensuring that targets are aligned between delivery
agencies.

8

Better Regulation Task Force’s report on Local Delivery of Central Policy, July 2002
Rural Delivery Review; a report on the delivery of government policies in rural England. Christopher Haskins,
Defra, October 2003.
9
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‘Small Business and Government: The Way Forward’.
SBS, December 2002
3.4

SBS’s strategy set out a new policy framework for a government-wide approach to helping
small firms. Of particular relevance to this study, it highlighted that small businesses “… are
confused if there are too many sources of support” and that the SBS “must strive to simplify
what we offer to small business customers, and put the customer first in the way we deliver
our services”. The SBS furthermore undertook “to work with other government departments
and agencies to ensure a more coherent approach to service design in delivery, a reduction in
duplication and an increase in customer satisfaction with Government Services.”

3.5

The strategy also noted that “the joint Treasury/SBS ‘Cross-cutting review of services for
small businesses’ published in October 2002 for the first time brought together data that
showed that Government spends about £2.5bn a year on services for business … about a third
of that is spent on services which benefit all small firms.”

3.6

It further observed that “close work between the SBS and the English RDAs will continue …
in moving forward, SBS will focus its collaboration with the RDAs on helping them look at the
total range of business support in their region. We will work together to help them develop
ideas on how to pull together all the strands of that support, including the Business Link
Operators, in a more cohesive way. It will involve a reduction in duplication and confusion,
improvements in cohesion and a commitment to offer better value for money. The
Government’s decision to pilot new ways of improving the regional delivery of business
support will reinforce this closer alignment”.

3.7

Following the Better Regulation Task Force’s report, this was the first national policy
indication of the shift to closer alignment of business support between national government
and the regions.

3.8

Martin Wyn Griffith, SBS’s Chief Executive, subsequently outlined the integration of rural
support into wider business support10 when he stated that SBS were developing their strategy
into cross-government action in preparation for the Chancellor’s pre-budget report in Autumn
2003. He reported that “… this year, for the first time, we asked our Business Link network to
set out, in their delivery plans, their proposed actions and funding on 14 Key Delivery
Themes which underpin those seven strategies at the delivery coal-face. Developing the
Rural Economy is a significant one of these. It is planned that £18m (5% of the total
expenditure) will be spent on supporting rural businesses this year …our challenge is to
review and streamline the business support network, working closely with the RDAs in each
region so as to make it easier for customers to access the support they need.” At the same
event, a diagram of the current support picture for rural businesses was presented as a means
of justifying the need for reducing the confusion (Figure 3-1).

10

Rural Business Support Conference, 10 June 2003 - 2nd Day Opening Address. Martin Wyn Griffith, SBS.
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Figure 3-1: Current support picture for rural businesses

Source: Rural Business Support Conference, June 2003. Presentation by Martin Wyn Griffith, Chief Executive, SBS.
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The Haskins’ Review of Rural Delivery, October 2003
3.9

3.10

3.11

In parallel with the developments described above, the Haskins Report identified that the
delivery of services to rural business was complex and lacked coherence. The Pathfinder
project was first mooted as part of the Rural Strategy 2004, the government response to the
Haskins Report, and has its foundations in the policy developments relating to the rural
agenda. Haskins noted that:
•

“Rural businesses receive advice and training from many different public and private
sector organisations that operate at national, regional and local levels. In one region
37 different organisations offer 78 different business advice and training schemes.
These range from generic advice available to all business types to sector-specific
business advice, such as health and safety training. Funding for these schemes comes
from a wide variety of national, regional and local organisations, with little evidence
of effective coordination. Indeed, the overall picture is so complex that advisory
bodies have been set up simply to guide customers through the system.

•

The wide range of courses and delivery methods means that a relevant source of
advice and training for a rural business is usually available within a region, if not
locally. However this does not mean these services are always coherent or
consistent. Deliverers themselves are unaware of the full range of options available.

•

RDAs are well placed to understand local patterns of rural business, to recognise
what is already on offer by way of private advice and to take a view on where there is
a need for public sector intervention. They should coordinate rural business advisory
services and rationalise the current array of schemes and initiatives.”

The report observed that:
•

many initiatives are insufficiently tied into the regional agenda

•

customers are expressing dissatisfaction with the delivery of rural services, which
they feel do not address their needs or expectations

•

a lack of rigorous standard setting and accountability in the provision of business
advice means that quality is variable.

Recommendations included:
•

Recommendation 10: RDAs should play a key role in the devolution of Defra’s rural
economic and social agenda. They must therefore demonstrate, and where necessary
develop, their capacity to contribute to sustainable development in addressing rural
needs

•

Recommendation 12: the successors to the existing business and farm diversification
schemes that are administered by Defra’s Rural Development Service under the
England Rural Development Programme should become the responsibility of RDAs,
which will arrange for their delivery
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•

Recommendation 13: RDAs should have the lead responsibility in coordinating
public sector rural business support and advice. To that end they should take direct
responsibility for Business Links. They should also take steps to improve the quality
and consistency of business support and advisory services.

3.12

An update on the implementation of Lord Haskins’ Rural Delivery Review was delivered in
July 2006, and the responses and actions are contained in Annex F.

3.13

Defra’s interest in the Pathfinder therefore stemmed from the outcomes of the Rural Delivery
Review and, when the Pathfinder was announced, representation from the DTI, SBS and
Defra was built in to ensure that the respective evolving agendas were acknowledged in the
design and addressed in the delivery of the Pathfinder.

A Government Action Plan for Small Business. SBS, January 2004
3.14

3.15

3.16

This document set out actions responding to the SBS’s seven core strategies for helping small
businesses that were outlined in SBS’s 2002 Strategy11. Under the core strategy ‘improving
small businesses’ experience of government services’, the SBS undertook to:
•

“Identify and overcome barriers to building the Business Link brand as the generic,
customer-facing access point for all government information, support and advice

•

Build on the success of the business.gov programme to join up other channels to the
small business customer such as telephone and face-to-face services. Government
will report on which services can be quickly brigaded or redesigned in order to
exploit synergies, reduce waste and duplication and make an immediate improvement
in the customer experience

•

Initiate a cross-departmental project initially involving DfES, DWP, DTI, Defra,
DCMS, the SBS, the Regional Development Agencies and Business Link operators to
investigate the options and make recommendations for the development of a single
delivery plan bringing together all government-funded small business support in a
coherent and integrated way.”

These actions were based on the evidence cited that:
•

Government has insufficient data with which fully to understand business needs

•

in general, services and organisations are fragmented, confusing and hard to find

•

many businesses do not know what is required to comply with regulations and, when
seeking support from Government, businesses often find they are not eligible

•

too often, the process is too complicated, takes too long, and is not relevant to
businesses.

By the time of publication, Government was already active in that: “simplifications have
been made – and more are planned – to make it easier for businesses to access the support
11

Small Business and Government: The Way Forward. SBS, 2002.
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available under the England Rural Development Programme. In addition, the Government’s
recent response to the recommendations in Christopher Haskins’ Rural Delivery Review
endorses the principle of further simplification of support for rural businesses.”
3.17

The Action Plan listed a range of undertakings designed to improve small businesses’
experience of Government services. These are contained in Annex G.

3.18

Shortly thereafter, an SBS-led review of the Business Link network concluded, in September
2004, that an Information, Diagnostic and Brokerage (IDB) model as a central brokerage
service for business support should be the operating model for Business Link.

Budget, March 2004
3.19

The Government announced its intention, in the Budget, “to devolve regional and local
Business Link services to the RDAs”.

‘2004 Spending Review: Meeting Regional Priorities’. July 2004
3.20

The Spending Review then put forward measures building on the principles set out in the
Budget12:
•

to devolve responsibility to the RDAs for the delivery of Business Link services from
April 2005

•

as part of the Modernising Rural Development Programme, devolve additional
resources to the RDAs to meet rural socio-economic objectives, which were
previously the responsibility of the Countryside Agency. This is in response to
recommendations in the Haskins Report. Rural priorities will be incorporated into the
RDA ‘tasking framework’.

Pre-Budget Report ‘Opportunity for all: the strength to take the
long-term decisions for Britain’. December 2004
3.21

The Chancellor, in his December 2004 Pre-Budget Report13, announced that the Government
was “supporting two projects in the North East and East Midlands to join up different
business support services providers at the local level and maximise the benefits of devolution
by making it easier for businesses to find the support they need”. One of these projects
became the Welland Strategic Alignment Project, or Pathfinder.

Business Support Simplification Programme
3.22

In response to the SBS’s Action Plan for Small Business, the Business Support Simplification
Programme has been established, with the following aims:

12

‘Devolving Decision Making: meeting the regional economic challenge: increasing regional and local
flexibility’. HM Treasury, Office of the Deputy Prime Minister, DTI, March 2004.
13
‘Opportunity for all: the strength to take the long-term decisions for Britain’. December 2004.
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•

“The DTI’s SBS is coordinating a Government-wide initiative to streamline business
support at a local, regional and national level. Our aim is to reduce the number of
schemes from more than 3,000 to no more than 100 by the year 2010. One hundred
or fewer schemes will ensure business support is more user-friendly, and continues to
meet the needs of particular groups.

•

Our key aims are to:
¾

simplify business support to make it easier to access and use

¾

increase the effectiveness and efficiency of Government support to business
and ensure it delivers real benefit for every pound spent

¾

raise awareness of publicly funded business support among the business
community.

The regionalisation of business support
3.23

Three RDA-led regional business support pilots were run to test designs “to bring greater
cohesion and coordination to business support, including the management of Business
Links”. Following the completion of the evaluation14, the SBS announced the devolution of
responsibility for the management of the local Business Link Services to the RDAs in April
2005. The SBS subsequently worked with all nine RDAs “to consider ways in which we can
evaluate their arrangements for developing business support services in their regions, as they
work towards taking over contract management of their Business Link operators.15” As a
result, the RDAs reviewed the Business Link Operator networks in their regions, in some
cases forming single regional Business Links.

3.24

In the East Midlands, “emda Board approved plans to contract with a single provider of
Business Link in the East Midlands” in October 2005, and this will be operationalised from
April 2007. emda described its proposals as follows:
•

3.25

“a single provider will manage the entire Business Link branded Information,
Diagnostic and Brokerage (IDB) Service … (providing) a consistent, independent
signposting service throughout the East Midlands. In addition, emda will also
develop a separate regional IT platform to support the Business Link provider. … The
management of Business Link services is likely to take place from a central base.
Marketing, research, business information, events, workshops, quality assurance and
management of information and data will all be provided from the centre. Business
advisers will be employed by the regional provider in their local area. Some
specialist advisers may be located at the central location.16

Key features of the Regional Business Link offer are described in Table 3-1.

14

Regional Business Support Pilots Evaluation, Stage Two. Final Report to the Small Business Service.
ECOTEC, May 2004.
15
SBS Annual Report 2003-04.
16
A new way – the changing face of Business Link in the East Midlands. emda, October 2005.
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Table 3-1: East Midlands: Key features of the Regional Business Link offer
Information, Diagnostic and Brokerage (IDB): the Regional Business Link service will provide consistent advice,
information, diagnostic and brokerage service including customer account management
Independent brokerage: the key to the IDB model is the independence of the Business Link brand. Independence
is critical for the effectiveness of this model as it ensures that referrals are made to the most appropriate service for
the business customer’s needs from the private, public or voluntary sectors
No wrong door: the provision of a regional Business Link service is an integral part of emda’s no wrong door policy
aimed at allowing a company to enter the business support system at any point and find the most appropriate help to
meet their needs
Consistency and coherence of business support: access to support will be improved by establishing a single
Business Link branded gateway to all further services, with the introduction of improved standards and qualifications
for business advisers
Clear and consistent core offer: high quality business services will be available to all small and medium sized
businesses in the region
Reducing duplication & confusion: the new Business Link provider will continue to work closely with local
authorities, Sub-Regional Strategic Partnerships and other regional partners in order to maximise limited resources
through a common support framework
Maintaining expertise & local presence: locally based advisers will ensure that services retain local presence and
knowledge
Regional focus: bringing a consistency to management processes and efficiencies to back office functions that can
be re-invested into front line services.
Source: A new way – The changing face of Business Link in the East Midlands. emda, October 2005.

3.26

The Pathfinder ran over a period when the regional Business Link model was evolving. emda
has acknowledged that the Pathfinder exerted some influence on the direction of emda’s
thinking about the regional Business Link model, and has provided some evidence base for
consideration of the potential shape of the model.

How the Pathfinder fits in
3.27

The Welland Pathfinder, as one of the two national pathfinders designed to examine issues
relating to improving the coherence of business support, is feeding directly into both the
Simplification Agenda and the development of a regional Business Link service. The early
emerging findings from the Interim Report17 were reported to the DG Whitehall meeting on
business support in November 2005, and the final report will be available to the Business
Support Simplification Programme and will feed into CSR 2007. The remainder of this report
presents the findings, conclusions and recommendations of the Welland Pathfinder.

17
‘Evaluation of the Welland Strategic Alignment Project: Interim report to the Small Business Service’. SQW,
September 2005.
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4: The Pathfinder model and delivery process
4.1

This chapter describes the research and delivery model tested in the course of the Pathfinder,
identifies the key components of the model, and provides a summarised assessment of the
Pathfinder’s performance. It concludes with a headline analysis of the cost of the Pathfinder.
The detail of the assessment of the Pathfinder’s performance and the cost calculations are
contained in Annex H.

Rationale and objectives
4.2

The Welland Pathfinder is a project of national interest, focused on the Welland sub-region of
the East Midlands, with the overall objective of “improving the experience of customers in
the Welland who wish to access business support services”. The Pathfinder was informed by
the findings from the Haskins Report, and the East Midlands - with emda then the RDA with
lead for Enterprise - was approached to lead one of the two national Pathfinders
commissioned as part of the Rural Strategy 200418 to address the improvement of coherence
in the business support sector. The Welland, as a discrete rural area and the only area in the
East Midlands classified as completely rural, was deemed an appropriate vehicle for the
Pathfinder.
Project objectives

4.3

The project application, submitted by the Welland SSP to emda in March 200519, set out
detailed project objectives, described as ‘underlying outcomes the partners wish to achieve’.
These consisted of seven Welland-specific, or sub-regional, objectives together with a range
of national objectives and outcomes that the project wished to meet. The Welland-specific
objectives are presented in Table 4-1, and the national objectives and outputs set for the
project, together with the outcomes sought by Defra are contained in Annex I.

18

Rural Strategy 2004, page 12, paragraphs 20 and 21. Defra: “Defra is working in particular with the DTI, the
Small Business Service, Regional Development Agencies and Business Links to improve the business advisory
service available to businessmen and women in rural areas … our aim is that small businesses, social as well as
commercial enterprises – from someone wanting to expand the local community shop to a farmer wanting to
diversify and expand the farm business – will have advice that is relevant to them and to the area in which they
work and live. And that such advice should be simple and easy to access. As well as providing extra investment
this year, Defra is working with the Small Business Service, Regional Development Agencies and other partners to
develop a Pathfinder project for 2005 that will join up access to a wide range of publicly-funded services, such as
tax advice, skills training, and national, regional and local funding schemes.”
19
Representing a partnership including the Welland SSP, SBS, Defra, emda, Business Link (Business Link
Lincolnshire & Rutland represented the other two relevant Business Link Operators – Business Link Leicestershire
and Business Link Northamptonshire) and the Welland Enterprise Agency.
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Table 4-1: The objectives of the Welland Strategic Alignment Project
Within the Welland area to achieve the following objectives and outcomes:
1

Ensure strategic alignment of key business support providers in the region/sub-region

2

Improve the take up of services from the public and private sector by businesses in the Welland

3

Test whether support for the whole range of rural (including land-based) enterprises can be delivered
successfully through the mainstream system (Business Link as generalist broker)

4

Improve the coherency of the ‘bundle’ of publicly funded services offered to customers

5

Reduce confusion for the customer by reducing duplication of services offered

6

Promote Business Link as the single point of contact for all services in the Welland

7

Ensure publicly funded services complement but do not compete with similarly priced services from the
commercial sector

Source: Welland Strategic Alignment Project, Project Application Form, March 2005.

4.4

In relation to the Pathfinder’s objectives, it needs to be noted that the objectives were never
fully clarified. There were some differences of opinion amongst key stakeholders, voiced at
early Steering Group meetings, as to whether the Pathfinder itself would address issues
embodied in the objectives, or whether it would learn about how issues could be resolved,
with the intention of acting upon the learning after the completion of the Pathfinder. These
divergent views were never fully resolved, and SQW advised the Steering Group20 that the
objectives would nonetheless have to form the basis of the evaluation of the Pathfinder.

The structure and activities of the Pathfinder
4.5

The Pathfinder was launched in June 2005 as an ‘action research’ project and completed at
the end of March 2006. It was funded by monies from emda with the Welland SSP
contracted by emda to manage the project, reporting to emda and to the project Steering
Group. Towards the end of the project, emda agreed to fund three further months of
operation, focusing on pulling together the core Pathfinder team’s experience, generating
some case studies of assisted businesses and updating and expanding the supplier data. The
overall budgets for the project and extension are shown in Table 4-2.
Table 4-2: Welland Pathfinder: Project and extension budgets21
Pathfinder Budget

Pathfinder Extension Budget

Project Delivery Budget
(Welland Enterprise)

£246,000

£50,000

Project Management Budget
(Business Link)

£15,000

£3,000

Total

£261,000

£53,000

20

‘Note to accompany the revised Evaluation Framework 21 July 2005 (Annex A)
A breakdown of the Pathfinder budget, and a comparison of budget and actual expenditure, are provided in
Annex H.
21
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The Rural Business Services Advisers team
4.6

The design of the Pathfinder had a number of components with, at its core, a team of four
Rural Business Services Advisers (RBSAs). The Welland Enterprise Agency was contracted
by Business Link Lincolnshire & Rutland to manage this element of the Pathfinder, with the
team of RBSAs managed by the Deputy Chief Executive of the Agency. The team of RBSAs
were tasked to “work as part of an outreach team … to make pre-starts and small businesses
in the Welland area aware of the range and relevance of public sector business support
available”.22 In practice, they proactively targeted small businesses to raise awareness of the
range of business support available and to activate their take up of business support by
signposting businesses to appropriate business support provision. In undertaking this activity,
the intention was to learn in particular, but not exclusively, about engaging with enterprises in
rural locations, and those enterprises that had not previously engaged with business support
(known as ‘business support virgins’). Alongside this delivery remit the RBSAs were tasked
to carry out research activities addressing the Pathfinder’s objectives.
Other activities

4.7

Other key activities undertaken as part of, or in close partnership with, the Pathfinder
included:
•

Contribution to a Knowledge Bank which was being developed as part of the Welland
Xtra web portal, a separate but closely linked initiative managed by Business 24 (see
Annex J)23. Data collected by the RBSAs on business support provision available to
businesses located in the Welland was fed into the Knowledge Bank as a contribution
to mapping the supply of business support, in the first instance for business users.
Initial supplier maps generated by the detailed research into 34 suppliers undertaken
by the RBSAs are presented in Annex K, and the full data are contained in a
spreadsheet which provides the basis for the development of an interactive mapping
resource. The data collected on suppliers closely mirrors the categories used by
emda, and the template for the mapping was developed in partnership with emda

•

the development of a Partnership Protocol, to set up a collaborative knowledgesharing and referral system for the Welland, designed to “ensure that clients in the
Welland are provided with first class business support services”24.

The Steering Group
4.8

The Pathfinder reported to, and was guided by, the Steering Group on which were represented
national, regional and sub-regional agencies with an interest in the development and outcomes
of the Pathfinder. The Steering Group was chaired by emda, and membership included one or
more representatives from each of the original Partner organisations, plus others that were
added in the course of the operation.
22

Rural Business Services Advisers – Welland Area: Job Description (see Annex L)
The Welland Xtra Portal is funded by emda through the Welland SSP, and is designed to help businesses locate
business events, support services, networks and funding that are available and relevant for businesses in the
Welland area. The Portal complements regional and national information from Business Link, and other publicly
funded websites, by providing a quick route to very local information as well as regional and national links.
24
Welland Partnership Protocol, draft document January 2006 (see Annex M)
23
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4.9

In the early stages of the Pathfinder, the need was identified for an additional mechanism to
take responsibility for operational decision-making and management of the project. The
Steering Group, with its guidance and monitoring role, met too infrequently to deal with
decisions at a sufficiently rapid rate to enable the Pathfinder to move forward within the
allotted timetable, and the membership was larger than necessary to address operational
decisions. An Operational Group was therefore established, meeting once a month and with a
smaller membership consisting of key individuals from the organisations involved in the
practical delivery of the Pathfinder.
The structure of the RBSA component

4.10

The core component of the Pathfinder was the RBSAs’ activity. The five Local Authority
Districts (LADs) that comprise the Welland enabled the area to be segmented spatially, with
each RBSA taking responsibility for one LAD (or in the case of one RBSA, two LADs due to
budget constraints).

4.11

The first month of the RBSAs’ employment was spent on induction (Annex N contains the
induction programme), with the RBSAs focusing mainly on familiarising themselves with the
geography, the structure and location of the business population, the business support services
available to local businesses and starting to establish relationships with relevant business
support organisations. The remaining nine months were spent contacting businesses, with an
emphasis on the hard-to-reach and business support virgins, carrying out awareness raising
meetings leading, where appropriate, to a referral into the business support system, managing
those contacts, and reinforcing supplier networks and relationships. Interspersed with the
activity, every two weeks the RBSAs and the team manager spent one day in a team meeting.
These meetings had multiple functions, including team building, management and monitoring
and continuous professional development (CPD). Content covered experience exchange and
exchange of good practice, addressing issues, sharing and referring contacts and businesses,
and on-the-job training, including a series of presentations from external agencies to provide
information and to establish relationships.

4.12

The RBSA team’s interaction with Business Link and other supplier organisations was
defined by a protocol (Annex M) - the client journey and partner referral process were set out
in the Welland Partnership Protocol developed by the Pathfinder’s key partner organisations,
the final version of which was circulated to potential partner organisations in January 2006
(Figure 4-1).
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Figure 4-1: Client journey and partner referral process
Notes:
•

If a clear need has been identified by the RBSA, for example tax, then the RBSA can refer direct to the
Inland Revenue, similarly for other organisations i.e. Welland Enterprise and Defra, without the referral first
being directed through Business Link.

•

If the client needs more information/diagnostic work, then the referral should be to the relevant Business
Link.

Client contact
• Phone
• Letter
• Visit
• Networking,
seminars, events

Client Visit
Arranged by RBSA

Fact Finding
RBSA identifies
‘Client Need’
Referral to Partner
within 24 hours

Close Referral

• Full diagnostic
Partner to follow their
own internal procedures
for helping clients

Partner acknowledges
referral with holding call
within 48 hours

Client Follow Up
• 1 month after
referral by RBSA
• Check clients’
needs met
• Explore client
experience

Partner Expertise

Partner actions referral
fully within 5 working days

YES
NO

Clients needs
have been met

Refer to Business Link
Refer to Business Link
Outstanding actions or
further needs identified

Contact RBSA
to tell them of
delay or refer
back if incorrect
referral

Outside organisation's
expertise.
Ongoing brokerage offered.

Source: Welland Partnership Protocol

Summary of the performance of the RBSA component of the
Pathfinder
Volume of activity
4.13

The business-facing components of the RBSA role were classified into a range of key
activities. The volume of activity achieved by the team over the ‘active’ Pathfinder period is
presented in Table 4-3.
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Table 4-3: Total activity of RBSA team - 1 July 2005 to 31 March 2006 (9 months)
Activity

Total number
achieved

Average number of
activities delivered
per RBSA

New businesses contacted

852

213

Business meetings (face-to-face)

461

115

Business refusals

183

46

Business follow-up calls/visits

265

66

Networking events attended

134

34

New networking contacts made

472

118

New partner organisations contacted

161

40

New partner organisation meetings (face-to-face)

117

29

Partner organisations re-contacted (continuing established
relationship

179

45

Client referrals made to relevant organisations

584

146

Source: RBSA management information

Activity over time
RBSA activity was recorded monthly, and the pattern over time illustrated a shift in focus
from an initial concentration on establishing new contacts with businesses, partner
organisations and networks (in the first four/five months of activity) to a greater concentration
on ‘servicing’ the clients through follow up contact in the latter half of the project.
Figure 4-2: RBSA activity over time
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4.15

The analysis of the monthly activity illustrates the length of time required for induction and
establishing the role, and the subsequent impact of ceasing an initiative, with a considerable
reduction in activity as the project came to an end. Although the Pathfinder was an action
research project with a defined lifecycle, this pattern emphasises the disadvantages of shortterm and ‘stop-start’ funding, whereby not only are delivery agents potentially diverted from
their core task by having to secure future employment or funding, but there is also a
reluctance to continue to deliver a service which can then not be followed through.
Business contact activity

4.16

The project’s success in achieving a focus on rural businesses, and on hard-to-reach
businesses and business support virgins, despite no active targeting of the business population
being undertaken, is illustrated by the analysis of the characteristics of the 440 businesses
with whom the RBSAs had a face-to-face meeting and where sufficient information has been
recorded to make analysis possible.
Table 4-4: Analysis of the characteristics of businesses with whom the RBSAs had a face-toface meeting
25

440 face-to-face meetings held with businesses, of which the rural spread included:
•

Businesses located in ‘village, hamlet and isolated dwellings’

49% (215)

•

Businesses located in ‘town and fringe’

17% (75)

•

Businesses located in ‘urban’ areas (> 10K population)

25% (109)

•

Uncategorised

9% (41)

Business support virgins

48% (209)

Agricultural and other land-based:

31% (132), of which:

•

Agricultural

9% (41)

•

Other land-based

21% (91)

Referral patterns
4.17

The original model for RBSA activity was to refer businesses to the relevant Business Link,
unless they were either start-up candidates in which case Welland Enterprise dealt with them
directly, or there was an obvious delivery organisation to deal with the identified issue. In
cases where multiple referrals could be appropriate, the RBSAs would refer to Business Link.
In reality, for a number of reasons, the majority of businesses received direct referrals to
delivery organisations, as well as to Business Link.

25
The National Statistics Rural and Urban Area Classification 2004 (http://www.statistics.gov.uk/geography/nrudp.asp)
provides two classifications for geographic area: (1) ‘urban’, ‘town and fringe’ and ‘village, hamlet and isolated
dwellings’, and (2) ‘sparse’ and ‘less sparse’. The whole of the Welland is classified as ‘less sparse’.
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4.18

In practice, 52% (132) of businesses that had substantial contact with an RBSA26 were
referred to one of the Business Link operators, and 82% (207) were referred to Welland
Enterprise, of which 109 were referred to both organisations. In total, referrals were reported
to have been made to 88 different organisations.
RBSA time allocation

4.19

Over time, the proportion of effort devoted to, or required by, the different activities varied
considerably. Whilst allocating time to individual activities was not carried out on a
methodical basis by the RBSAs, an estimate of the allocation of time has been made in order
to illustrate the relative proportions of time necessary to deliver a similar service. Estimates
of the utilisation of time have been made for the first and the second half of the main delivery
period, given the shift in emphasis between activities that took place over time. The estimates
are contained in Table 4-5.
Table 4-5: Analysis of RBSA time allocation
st

2 half of
delivery period

Approximate
average over
Pathfinder

Training

15%

10%

12.5%

Sourcing network contacts

5%

5%

5%

Identifying/sourcing clients

30%

15%

22.5%

Face-to-face meetings with clients

30%

50%

40%

Administration/reporting

15%

10%

12.5%

Attending network events, meetings with partner
organisations, etc.

5%

10%

7.5%

100%

100%

100%

Total:

4.20

nd

1 half of
delivery period

The average time spent on providing a brokerage service to a business was estimated at
between four and five hours per business. This covered the full range of preparatory and
follow-up tasks involved in servicing hard-to-reach, rurally located businesses. The key steps
included identifying and establishing contact with the business, undertaking checks and
research prior to visiting the business, the meeting with the business (in the majority of cases
at their premises), travel to and from the meeting, and aftercare and follow-up.
Project Output Measure targets

4.21

At the outset of the Pathfinder, a series of Output Measures were attached to the project by
emda, with related targets. These are listed in Table 4-6.

26

That is, that qualified for the Output Measure ‘businesses assisted to improve performance’.
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Table 4-6: Original Output Measures for the Pathfinder

4.22

Output Measure

Target number

New jobs created

20

Learning opportunities

100

Business increasing their use of ICT

75

Graduates employed by small businesses

20

During the course of the Pathfinder, considerable debate took place about the relevance of
these targets for a research project where the primary activity involved raising awareness and
signposting, rather than delivering business support. As a result, following the March 2006
Steering Group meeting, a decision was taken that the original targets be substituted with
‘more relevant Tasking Framework measures’, which shifted towards a more (but not
completely) realistic reflection of the Pathfinder’s activities. The revised targets are shown in
Table 4-7.
Table 4-7: Revised targets
Tasking Framework code

Tasking Framework measure

Target

T4

Businesses assisted to improve their performance

250

KPI 12

Businesses using support services to access support for
skills and workforce development

60

KPI 16

Businesses assisted to make better use of ICT

100

4.23

The output measures were defined in such a way that only a percentage of all the RBSA
activity counted towards the outputs. Specifically, a contact with a business had to last for at
least two hours to be counted, which excluded a considerable percentage of the contacts
RBSAs had with businesses (252 out of a total of 440 of the RBSAs’ face-to-face contacts
with businesses qualified for the ‘Businesses assisted to improve performance’ measure).

4.24

SQW expressed concerns about both the original and the revised Measures being imposed on
the Pathfinder27. Essentially, the concerns related to:
•

problems with attribution (if the outputs resulted from Pathfinder activity, they were
only likely to result following a referral by an RBSA to another source of support
(generally via Business Link) and the outputs would therefore be counted by Business
Link and/or the relevant business support delivery agent. Whilst in many cases the
RBSA may have been the initial catalyst, attributing the output to the RBSA could
result in double-counting)

•

the fact that the revised Measures still did not accurately reflect the purpose of the
Pathfinder, and were being attached to the Pathfinder in order to justify funding rather
than because they would deliver an accurate picture of the results of the Pathfinder.

27

The concerns were expressed in a letter to emda, dated 13 April 2006 (Annex A)
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4.25

Linked to the latter point, SQW noted this as an example of how targets can either divert
activity (for example, the RBSAs’ focus was more on delivery than the research aspect of the
project, although this cannot be simply attributed to pressures from targets); or can be
irrelevant to the final outcome, with the targets being fitted to the project’s activities in order
to justify the funding. We refer again to the issue of the influence of targets in Chapter 6.

Performance reported against Output targets
4.26

The Output targets were introduced above, with a statement of our concerns about using these
as a measure of the success of the Pathfinder. Nonetheless, despite concerns expressed about
the relevance of these targets, the Pathfinder met or exceeded the revised targets (on the
assumption that the entire output was attributable to the RBSAs’ intervention). The revised
targets and actual performance are illustrated in Table 4-8.
Table 4-8: The Pathfinder: revised targets and actual performance
Tasking Framework
code

Tasking Framework measure

T4

Target

Number
achieved

Businesses assisted to improve their performance

250

252

KPI 12

Businesses using support services to access support
for skills and workforce development

60

201

KPI 16

Businesses assisted to make better use of ICT

100

103

The cost of the Pathfinder and the projected cost of a proactive
broker
4.27

The Pathfinder was delivered within 1.4% of its original budget28. An analysis of expenditure
is contained in Annex H. One of the purposes of the analysis was:
•

to examine how the balance of an RBSA’s activity might vary if the service were
purely delivery-based and excluded the research element

•

to examine what impact that would have on the volume of activities and outputs that
an RBSA would be able to deliver

•

and to identify the annual unit cost of one RBSA.

Proactive brokerage service: estimated breakdown of a full time role
4.28

Based on the Pathfinder experience, an estimate has been made of the likely breakdown of
time required for the delivery of a proactive brokerage service (Table 4-9). This excludes the
research element of the Pathfinder, and the consensus was that simply delivering a brokerage
service without the research element would free up around 15% of the RBSA’s time. The
breakdown includes a similar weighting for supporting activities as was built into the RBSA

28

Welland Strategic Alignment Project, Final Application Form 21 March 2005 (Annex O)
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model, and we strongly recommend that that sufficient time is retained in any future model to
allow for this.
Table 4-9: Recommended breakdown of time for one RBSA operating in a pure ‘delivery’ model
% of RBSA time
Training and CPD

10%

Sourcing network contacts

5%

Identifying/sourcing clients

15%

Face-to-face meetings with clients

50%

Administration/reporting

10%

Attending network events, meetings with partner organisations etc

10%

Total:

100%

Assessment of the optimum volume of RBSA support
4.29

Each RBSA was responsible for managing one Local Authority District within the Welland
(with one servicing two LADs due to funding restrictions). Initially, the RBSA model
intended to develop sectoral specialisms within the team, with a particular RBSA responsible
for delivering the brokerage service to businesses in particular sectors. However, as it
became apparent that all RBSAs could be sufficiently sensitised to deal with most sectors at
the initial stage, the geographic boundaries for their activity developed a greater rationale.
The justification for the geographic segmentation of the Welland was the need for local
knowledge and linkages with local networks and providers.
Such a structure is
recommended, providing it is (i) meshed with specialist support to whom the RBSA/broker
can refer; and (ii) delivered through an integrated team which encourages individual brokers
to pass a business to another broker on the basis of knowledge of the sector.

4.30

The RBSAs each reached approximately 8% of the overall population of their Local
Authority District in their nine months of operation (see Table 4-10). However, for the
purposes of this calculation we have assumed that the target population for RBSA/broker
support is around 50% of the total business population29.. We have also adjusted the volume
of activity upward to reflect activity over a full year, and to reflect the removal of the
research-related aspects of the role if it were mainstreamed, which are estimated at 15% of the
total time.

4.31

On this basis, an individual RBSA would be able to service just over a quarter of the target
population of a typical LAD. This calculation leads to the conclusion that the optimal team
serving an average LAD should consist of three to four proactive brokers.

29
This is based on the SQW baseline survey of the Welland business population which reported that 46% of the
business population had sought help from the business support service; the remaining half of the business
population can therefore be assumed to be either business support virgins, or disengaged in some way and
therefore appropriate targets for an RBSA-type service.
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Table 4-10: Estimate of volume of businesses managed by one RBSA/proactive broker
Team of four RBSAs/
proactive brokers

Single RBSA/
proactive broker

852

213

Estimated number of businesses that could be contacted by an
RBSA over a full year

1,136

284

Estimated number of businesses that could be contacted over a
full year by a proactive broker (removing the research
responsibility adds 15% additional time to the role)

1,477

327

Number of businesses contacted by the RBSAs in the nine
months of the Pathfinder

Number of businesses that could be contacted over a full year
by a proactive broker, as a percentage of the average business
population in a Local Authority District¹

13%²

¹ Welland has a population of 12,785 VAT registered businesses. The sub-region includes five Local Authority
Districts. The average business population per LAD is therefore around 2,550 (although in reality businesses are not
distributed equally across the five LADs)
² This is equivalent to around one quarter of the target business population within a Local Authority District (on the
basis that the target population represents approximately half the total business population – see footnote 28).
Source: Pathfinder analysis

Volume projections
4.32

On the basis of the split of time between various activities (Table 4-9) and the projections of
overall volume achievable by one RBSA operating purely in delivery mode (Table 4-10),
estimates have been made about the likely annual volumes of all the activities that comprise
the RBSA role. Table 4-11 summarises these and the projections are elaborated in Annex H.
Table 4-11: Volume of activity delivered by one RBSA: annual projections for a ‘delivery’ model
Pathfinder: number of activities
(adjusted for annual figure)

Estimated number of activities
delivered by one proactive broker
under a ‘delivery’ model

New business contacted

284

327¹

Business meetings (face-to-face)

154

177¹

Business follow up calls/visits

88

101¹

Networking events attended

45

45²

New networking contacts made

157

157²

New partner organisations contacted

54

54²

New partner organisation meetings
(face-to-face)

39

39²

Partner organisations re-contacted
(continuing established relationship)

60

60²

Client referrals made to relevant
organisations

195

224¹

¹ Assumes 15% increase in time available over Pathfinder average (due to removal of research tasks)
² Assumes time allocated remains the same as the Pathfinder
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Estimate of the cost of a proactive broker
4.33

The overall cost of delivering the Pathfinder has been taken as the basis for calculating the
full cost of one RBSA delivering a proactive brokerage service in rural areas, with a remit to
reach hard-to-reach businesses and business support virgins and to include agricultural and
land-based business communities in the service.
Table 4-12: Estimated cost of an individual RBSA and a ‘proactive broker’
Individual RBSA
(Pathfinder project)

Proactive Broker
(‘delivery’ model)

Direct costs (salary at £27,500 p.a.30 plus 17.5% oncosts; training, travel and telephone)

£39,417

£39,417

Indirect costs (management, administrative support)

£18,863

£7,270

Overheads (overhead contribution, marketing,
material design and printing, events and networking
costs)

£4,181

£3,193

Total cost per individual (RBSA or proactive broker)

£62,462

£49,881

One-off set up cost (Computer, printer, office
equipment and desk)

£3,344

£3,344

4.34

The estimated full operating costs of one proactive broker, working full-time on a deliveryonly basis (i.e. without any research responsibility) is £49,881 p.a. This includes direct costs
(salary, on-costs, training, travel and telephone), management and administrative support
(including the cost of a team manager and administrator) and overheads.

4.35

This estimate is based on the following assumptions:

4.36

•

the RBSA is a member of a six-strong team of RBSAs (considered to be the optimal
team size, above which the intensity of management and peer support will diminish)

•

an RBSA team will have an allocated manager, and each manager will manage no
more than two teams

•

one RBSA team of six will be supported by a full-time administrator, providing both
administrative and back-office support in the form of sourcing and distributing
information, supporting the maintenance of contacts, and organising events.

If this is divided by the key business-facing activity indicators used to measure the RBSA
activity, the unit costs work out as follows:
•

cost per ‘new business contacted’:

£153

•

cost per business assisted involving face-to-face meeting:

£282.

30

The new structure for ‘frontline brokers’ in the East Midlands, from April 2007, contains three salary bands: for
brokers, senior/specialist brokers and broker managers. Respectively, the pay bands are £28-33,000, £33-35,000
and £35-42,000. Whilst the RBSAs were paid a salary of £27,500 p.a., for the purposes of calculating the future
cost of delivering a proactive brokerage service the Steering Group recommended basing costs on a broker salary
of between £28,000 and £33,000. This consideration should be taken into account by anyone referring to the cost
calculations included in this report.
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4.37

Based on a unit cost of £49,881 p.a. for one RBSA, the annual operating cost of a six-RBSA
team, including management (50% of one full-time manager) and administration (one fulltime administrator) would be £299,286.
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5: Assessment of achievement of objectives
5.1

This chapter considers how effective the Pathfinder project has been in meeting each of the
seven Welland-specific objectives set for the project. Performance against each of the seven
objectives is assessed here and the outcomes demonstrate the extent of the influence of the
Pathfinder, and also capture some of the resultant learning. The seven objectives are
presented below, each starting with a synopsis of the activities undertaken during the course
the Pathfinder designed to contribute to achieving the objective. These activities were set out
in SQW’s Evaluation Framework (Annex A); however, other actions taken during the course
of delivering the Pathfinder were relevant too in some cases, and these have also been taken
into account in the assessment.

Objective 1: Ensure strategic alignment of key business support
providers in the region/sub-region
Table 5-1: Pathfinder activities contributing to the achievement of Objective 1
•

Activities by Welland Strategic Alignment Project Steering Group: to work together to review the potential for
more coherent presentation and delivery of services; and to rationalise, collaborate and coordinate service
design and delivery as appropriate

•

Formation, support and facilitation of provider networks

•

Action planning at Interim Report stage

•

Repeat of pre-project provider workshops to examine Interim Project findings and brainstorm ‘quick win’ and
longer term change

Context
The starting point for the Pathfinder was a coalition of partner organisations that had
committed to delivering the project. Until relatively late in the design process, the coalition
consisted of the RDA as funder and strategic guide, the Welland SSP as contract manager,
and Welland Enterprise as the central delivery organisation. Whilst Business Link was
represented on the Steering Group, it did not become actively involved in the design until
relatively late in the process; perhaps, in itself, an indication of a lack of alignment. Once
involved, a number of presentational and delivery issues were addressed:

5.2

•

Business Link branding of services was agreed, for a service that was delivered
through a third party, Welland Enterprise

•

alignment was sought by the introduction of a partnership referral protocol in order to
minimise any potential confusion amongst potential clients. The referral protocol
(Annex M) formally linked the RBSA service into Business Link.

In practice, however, the protocol took some time to develop, but it provided a common
reference point for all involved and acted as the basis for the subsequent formation of the
Partner meeting initiative.
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Influence of the Pathfinder
Within the region

5.3

Sub-regionally, the Pathfinder has contributed to shaping the Welland SSP’s strategy and
future actions:
•

The problem identified in the course of the project of grants running out caused the
Welland SSP to consider different approaches to structuring the grants they offer.
The result has been to repackage three grants (some with several components)31 into
one Welland Small Business Development Package, which contains the three
schemes, but with broadened qualification criteria. The benefits are manifold: all
grants are delivered through one organisation so businesses only need to deal with
one person and one organisation, and complete one application form even if they are
eligible for, and applying to, more than one of the grants. On the supply side, the
claims process is simplified and associated administration reduced, economies of
scale for management, monitoring and reporting are enhanced and the danger of
double counting outputs across the three grants is decreased. The intention ultimately
is to enhance the flexibility by moving towards offering one grants package that can
meet all the needs of small businesses as they grow.

•

The face-to-face model of proactive brokerage employed by the Pathfinder has been
built into other programmes as a result. An example of this is the Welland SSP’s
Manufacturing Sector Programme pilot, which offered a proactive approach to
reaching businesses, delivering brokerage face-to-face, and a linked coordinated
package of support. (This was, however, a pilot and no evaluation evidence has yet
been generated to identify whether the effectiveness of the approach outweighs the
resource costs to the extent that it justifies mainstreaming.)

•

The Pathfinder broadened business support horizons through stimulating the Welland
SSP to give greater consideration to specialised and excluded sectors such as social
enterprise and tourism. Several actions relating to excluded sectors were taken:

•

¾

the Welland’s voluntary sector and tourism specialists have been co-located
with the Enterprise Agency, thus anchoring them in mainstream business
support and enabling a more comprehensive, joined up package to be offered

¾

in order to provide a means of drawing excluded business sectors into the
mainstream, the Welland SSP has also put in place a dedicated project
development manager, funded for three years, to support equestrianism,
tourism and leisure.

The development of the Welland Xtra Portal from a virtual business network to a
Knowledge Bank over the period of the Pathfinder has caused the Welland SSP to
review how the Portal should be structured in the future. Again, the aim is to shift

31

The three grants are: (1) the Redundant Buildings Grant; (2) the Tourism Development Grant (including capital
funding, marketing, improving accreditation and training components); (3) the Business Investment Grant.
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from a project based approach to thinking strategically about the Portal as a core tool
for communication in the area, with specific sectoral and supply side provision.
5.4

In summary, as a result of the Pathfinder, the Welland SSP has both reduced the number of
projects it manages through repackaging them, and increased sustainable structures,
particularly in regard to delivering support to excluded sectors. The move to widen provision
to include excluded sectors, along with the plans for enhancing the Portal and the co-location
of specialist advisers with the Enterprise Agency, are all steps which are based on the premise
that structures need to be developed as well as projects if the support to excluded sectors is to
be effective and sustainable.
Nationally

5.5

Although the objective refers specifically to strategic alignment of providers in the region, the
reach of the Pathfinder has been more extensive, and has exerted some influence at a national
level. In particular, key stakeholder consultations have identified that the Pathfinder has:
•

contributed to enhancing the relationship between the DTI and Defra representatives
on the Whitehall DG Group working towards the Simplification Agenda

•

generated learning that has been disseminated within Defra and the DTI/SBS

•

emphasised the complexities of change and the far reaching ramifications for
everyone involved

•

provided regional and local insight for central government representatives, which has
resulted in briefings within Defra, and outside government departments to the EC’s
Informal Agricultural Council.

Conclusion
5.6

The Pathfinder has started the process of alignment through putting in place some structures
and processes that could form the foundations for enhancing alignment in the future. The
work carried out has not yet gone so far as to review the number of delivery bodies, their
strategies, objectives and funding sources. Indeed, achieving strategic alignment may not
necessarily require a reduction in the number of support providers, particularly if this results
in a reduction of choice to the business. It does, however, involve support providers
“working together to review the potential for more coherent presentation and delivery of
services, and to rationalise, collaborate and coordinate service design and delivery as
appropriate”. In this sense, the Pathfinder has started the process of reducing the complexity
of the bundle, and provided some learning:
•

formal codes of practice on their own are insufficient to achieve coordination and
alignment. Communication, regular contact, mutually beneficial agendas and shared
objectives are an essential ingredients, demonstrated by the importance of the Partner
meeting initiative as a vehicle for taking the Partnership protocol forward

•

steps have been taken, through the Partner meeting initiative, to share information
and thus increase transparency and clarity amongst business support providers
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5.7

•

several changes have been made by individual agencies to improve the coherence of
their own offers

•

at a regional level a review of funding and initiative overlaps and gaps has been
started.

As a result of the Pathfinder, the first building blocks towards addressing alignment issues
have been put in place in the region; simplification, through repackaging initiatives, has been
demonstrated, and behaviour has been influenced at a national government level. The will to
take the process forward, amongst key business support organisations in the region and subregion, has also been created. As such, the Pathfinder has made a considerable contribution
to achieving this objective in the future, providing the momentum can be maintained.

Objective 2: Improve take up of services from public and private
sector by businesses in the Welland
Table 5-2: Pathfinder activities contributing to the achievement of Objective 2
•

RBSA team exploring various ways of seeking out potential new customers in carefully targeted markets

•

RBSA team raising awareness amongst business support virgins about the benefits of getting help

•

RBSAs to capture the needs of the wide range of rural businesses

•

Use of peer networks for encouraging the use of business support services amongst SMEs

•

Initiate and participate in promotional events for the Welland Pathfinder and other events organised by Welland
Enterprise and partner organisations

Context
5.8

The survey of businesses that met with an RBSA (Annex C) provides strong demand-side
confirmation that the Pathfinder model has contributed to improving the take-up of business
support services. The results show a baseline position, prior to contact with the RBSA,
where:
•

forty eight percent of businesses had not previously engaged with the business
support sector (i.e. were business support virgins)

•

forty five percent of all businesses were unaware of the publicly funded support
available, including 67% of business support virgins, compared to 29% of businesses
that had previously engaged with business support. Lack of awareness is far more
prevalent in rural areas (48% of businesses) than in urban areas (28%)

•

thirty one percent of those businesses that were aware of the support available
reported they had found it difficult to access. Access appears to be a far greater
problem for rural businesses (44% found access difficult) than for those located in
urban areas (20% experienced difficulties with access)

•

forty two percent of businesses confessed to being confused by the number of
providers and services on offer. Confusion was, however, far lower amongst business
support virgins (22%) than non-virgins (56%) – suggesting perhaps that engaging
with the business support network increases confusion.
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The influence of the Pathfinder
5.9

As a result of a meeting with an RBSA 44%32 of businesses were referred on to another
organisation (of which just under half (46%) were virgins) and another 40% of all businesses
were provided with information. These results provide clear evidence that the RBSA activity
contributed towards improving the potential take-up of business support services (although
greater elapsed time would be required to test the extent to which the services were genuinely
taken up, and the resultant impact).
Additionality

5.10

The success of the Pathfinder in meeting this objective is emphasised when the additionality
of the activity is considered. In the absence of a visit from the RBSA and/or follow-on
support from the referral organisation, 29% of those surveyed said they would have done
nothing (full additionality) and 11% would have dealt with the issue more slowly (partial
additionality). Another 30% would have searched for other business support and advice
which implies that the RBSA improved the effectiveness of the businesses’ access to sources
of business support. Less than a third (29%) would have done exactly the same, at the same
pace (zero additionality). These results, indicating that interaction with the Pathfinder
delivered some added value to 70% of the businesses that the RBSAs met, suggest the
Pathfinder contributed significantly to stimulating the potential take-up of business support
services.
Business support virgins

5.11

Amongst business support virgins, a considerably greater percentage would have done
nothing without contact with an RBSA (41%), and nearly three-quarters reported either full or
partial additionally. This again suggests that the impact of the RBSAs and the Pathfinder was
significant in terms of encouraging potential take-up of support, and that RBSAs both reached
and influenced the hard–to-reach segment of the business community. The impact may be
even greater than the data suggest because the RBSA service was intended mainly to raise
awareness and to signpost so where a business reported that they did not intend to do anything
different as a result, they could still have acquired information about the business support
available that they previously lacked.

5.12

As a result of contact with the RBSAs, 47% of all those surveyed, and 49% of business
support virgins, had a better awareness and understanding of business support.
Satisfaction levels

5.13

Satisfaction with the service also contributes to improved take-up of services:
•

Satisfaction levels with the RBSA were high:

32
Note that this figure is drawn from the total business population visited by an RBSA (440 businesses), rather
than from the survey of businesses contacted by an RBSA.
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¾

three-quarters or more of those surveyed reported themselves satisfied, or
highly satisfied, with the content of the service, the amount of time provided,
and the quality of information. The feedback was slightly lower, but still
positive, regarding the RBSAs’ level of sectoral understanding

¾

there was slightly less satisfaction with the overall support received (the
combined service from the RBSA and the referral organisation), with 67% of
those that commented in the survey reporting satisfaction with the contacts to
whom they were referred, and 58% reporting satisfaction with the overall
support received

¾

the level of satisfaction with the overall process differs from that expressed
about the RBSA specifically suggesting that, whilst the RBSA role is
effective, there is some work needed to put in place a system which ensures
the referral process, and the network, operate as a ‘seamless whole’, and that
businesses are not let down after the RBSA interaction. The feedback from
the supply side research backs this up, and is discussed further below.

5.14

The Annual Survey of Small Businesses (ASBS)33 reports businesses’ satisfaction with the
advice they received (from a range of sources) which could act as a benchmark against which
to compare the Pathfinder’s performance. The survey found that 85% of users were either
satisfied or very satisfied with the advice they had received.

5.15

However, whilst we have included this measurement in order to provide some context for the
results of the RBSA activity, the ASBS survey measured a range of different services, some
of which are likely to have differed significantly in their focus. Most important, the
Pathfinder activity focused on a different type of customer – those previously excluded from
mainstream business support or hard–to-reach. As such, we suggest that the levels of
satisfaction, for a new service delivered to a hard–to-reach community are very respectable.

5.16

Finally, amongst the overall business population of the Welland (as opposed to those
businesses that met with an RBSA) some positive shifts have also been detected in terms of
awareness of business support, and confusion about the number of providers and services on
offer. The percentage of businesses knowing where to go to obtain support has increased by
6% over the course of the Pathfinder, and the number of businesses reporting that they were
confused has decreased by 13% (from 29% to 16%). Whilst it is not possible to attribute
these improvements to the Pathfinder, it is interesting to note the positive trend that has taken
place at the time the Pathfinder has been active.

5.17

The Pathfinder’s success relates mainly to services delivered through or funded by the public
sector, because a very large percentage of referrals were to organisations classified as public
sector (48% of all referrals) or delivering publicly funded services (43%). The Pathfinder has
not delivered definitive evidence as to whether the model can improve take up of private
sector services, or what the causes of the comparatively low level of referrals to the private
sector were. Without understanding the causes, it is not possible to determine whether the
constraints to engagement were inherent in the model, or related to how the model was
delivered, or whether they lie with the private sector.
33
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Stakeholder views

5.18

The research with stakeholder organisations identified considerable support for a model
similar to the Pathfinder. There is a recognition that the intensity and the quality of such a
model will have a positive impact on the take up of both public and private sector delivered
business support services. This very strong support has to be countered, however, by the
concerns that whilst such a model is desirable, it may be too expensive to be scaled up to meet
the needs of the business population generally (ref. Annex H and Paragraph 4.33). Whilst it
would seem unlikely to be necessary to provide an RBSA-type service to all businesses, an
analysis of the RBSAs’ activity suggests that around 80% of businesses approached by the
RBSAs would be interested in at least ‘light touch’ engagement with such a service (see
Table 5-3).
Table 5-3: Estimate of percentage of business population that would benefit from an RBSA-type
service
Total business population contacted by an RBSA:

100%

Of which:
Interested in intensive engagement (face-to-face)

54%

Interested in ‘light touch’ engagement

25%

Not interested in engaging with the RBSA service

21%

Source: Analysis of RBSA activity (see Annex H)

5.19

Even for the segment of the business population that would benefit from such a service the
costs raise questions relating to displacement of other forms of support, and ultimately
whether the economic value added would justify the investment.
Conclusion

5.20

The Pathfinder’s ability to improve the potential take up of business support services is clear,
and it has been successful with the segment of the business community that formed the prime
focus of this study, delivering a high level of additionality. The RBSA model relies heavily
on their ability to refer effectively. The linkage between the RBSA and the referral
organisations appears to be vulnerable, and if such a model were adopted refinements would
be necessary to ensure the referral organisations delivered the same high quality and
responsiveness that is embedded at the brokerage stage.

5.21

However, despite the demonstration that an RBSA model can improve the potential take up of
business support, there remain questions as to whether the benefits to the businesses justify
the cost of the service; these questions cannot be fully answered without assessing the overall
economic consequences of the RBSA intervention on the businesses and the economy, an
assessment which it was not possible to make in the course of the Pathfinder.
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Objective 3: Test whether support for the whole range of rural
(including land-based) enterprises can be delivered successfully
through the mainstream system (Business Link as generalist
broker)
Table 5-4: Pathfinder activities contributing to the achievement of Objective 3 (and Objective 6)
•

RBSA team signpost to public sector service providers when needs can be met by single agency

•

RBSA team refer to Business Link diagnostic and brokerage services where a multi-agency approach is
required or a customer requires help sourcing suppliers from the private sector

•

RBSAs refer any land-based business directly to Defra/RDS or NFU/CLA depending on need (as Business Link
would automatically do and defined in the Partnership protocol)

•

RBSA team map business support services serving the Welland and feed information into the Welland Xtra
portal

•

Examine the views of generalist signposters and providers as to the need for specialist knowledge and
understanding, and the views of the businesses which have been contacted by the RBSAs.

Context
5.22

5.23

Assessment of this objective is undertaken on the basis of evidence reporting both business
and supply side perspectives, and has considered the following issues:
•

the extent to which a wide-ranging referral system can be effective (and particularly a
referral system which includes a raft of specialist organisations specifically serving
the agricultural and land-based sectors)

•

the interface between the RBSA team and Business Link (i.e. how effectively that
worked), and between Business Link and specialist delivery organisations

•

how open to engaging with ‘mainstream’ business services rural, and particularly
land-based, businesses are

•

the degree of specialist understanding the RBSA, or ‘broker’, needs in order to
interact effectively with different types of enterprise.

The Pathfinder model involved RBSAs acting as proxy Business Link brokers, and to the
extent that they interacted with the rural business population, corresponding business support
organisations and with Business Link, the Pathfinder was in a position to test this objective.
However, the RBSA model did not directly reflect the Business Link generalist broker (IDB)
model, and therefore any conclusions relating to this objective must be considered in that
context.
Reaching rurally located enterprises

5.24

As a first step, it is necessary to determine the extent to which the Pathfinder reached rural
enterprises. An analysis of the businesses contacted by an RBSA shows that in this aspect of
the work, considerable success was achieved: the majority (66%) of businesses that met with
an RBSA were located in areas defined as ‘isolated’ or ‘fringe’. (Figure 5-1).
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Figure 5-1: Rurality of businesses contacted by an RBSA

Unclassified
9%
Urban
25%

Village, Hamlet & Isolated
Dwellings
49%

Town and Fringe
17%

Source: Internal data - RBSA visit spreadsheet

Ability to refer rural businesses effectively
5.25

Seventy nine percent of businesses that had a meeting with an RBSA and were categorised as
‘isolated’ were signposted to at least one other organisation, although the number where a
formal referral was made by the RBSA to the other organisation was lower (this information
has not been quantified). Many of the businesses were referred directly to service providers
rather than to Business Link or Welland Enterprise, including a considerable number of
agricultural and land-based specialists (Annex H contains detail of referral patterns and
referral organisations).

5.26

The survey of businesses that met with an RBSA (covering just under a quarter of all
businesses contacted) reveals that 41% of all these businesses were formally referred on to
another organisation (as opposed to merely being signposted). Of those referred, 49% were
located in ‘isolated’ areas and another 19% were located in ‘fringe’ areas.

5.27

If agricultural and land-based businesses are examined in comparison to the overall
population, the indications from a very small sample are that a higher percentage of farmers
and land-based businesses were referred than for any other sector.

5.28

These data suggest that not only were the RBSAs able to engage with rural businesses, but
they were successful in continuing the process of engagement through signposting them to
support providers or making a formal referral.
Satisfaction with the service

5.29

The ability to refer a business is not sufficient; the business must also be satisfied with the
service they receive. Satisfaction reported by businesses in ‘isolated’ and ‘fringe’ areas
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shows a mixed pattern: whilst some measures of satisfaction did not match the levels
reported by ‘urban’ businesses (satisfaction with the content of the meeting and the quality of
information provided), others exceeded them (satisfaction with the amount of time spent with
the business, and the RBSAs’ understanding of the industry). However, the differences in
most cases were slight.
Table 5-5: Satisfaction levels with support delivered through the Pathfinder model
Rurality

Number of businesses in sample:

Sectoral

Isolated

Fringe

Urban

Farm

Other
landbased

50

21

25

16

18

Satisfaction with the support delivered by the RBSA¹
Satisfaction with the content of the meeting

64%

76%

84%

75%

56%

Satisfaction with the amount of time to
discuss business

86%

86%

80%

81%

89%

Satisfaction with RBSA understanding of
this industry

62%

62%

56%

75%

44%

Satisfaction with quality of information and
guidance provided

56%

71%

72%

50%

56%

50%

71%

-

-

Satisfaction with the combined RBSA and follow-on support
Satisfaction with overall support (RBSA and
2
follow-on support)

58%

¹ Satisfaction defined by those that rated the support as ‘4’ or ‘5’ on a scale of 1-5, where ‘1’ is ‘very dissatisfied’ and
‘5’ is ‘very satisfied’
2

Smaller sample since only 43 of the 101 surveyed could answer this question. The percentages are therefore too
small to be meaningful overall, and there is insufficient data to report on the sectoral split.

5.30

If agricultural and land-based businesses are examined separately, the indications from the
small sample are that there is a distinction between the experience of farmers and other landbased businesses (primarily equestrian, horticultural and food processing). The service
appears to have been valued and relevant to farmers, and the RBSAs had sufficient
understanding of the industry to be able to conduct a sensible discussion, but in terms of
providing detailed information and guidance, they were perhaps less informed.

5.31

There were lower satisfaction levels amongst the other land-based industries, perhaps because
a wide range of non-related industries are included in this category, each with their own,
specific, set of issues and problems, and each currently supported by sector-specialised
organisations, some of which fall outside the mainstream business support infrastructure.
Each of these industries is relatively small, and whilst there is justification for the RBSA to
invest considerable effort in familiarising themselves with the agricultural sector, it may be
too much to expect a ‘generalist’ broker to accumulate sufficiently detailed understanding of a
wide range of smaller industries. However, the survey numbers relating to land-based
industries are small, and further research is recommended to gain robust insight into the
reasons for these results.
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Conclusion
5.32

In terms of delivering a message from the rural business community’s perspective as to
whether support can be delivered successfully through the mainstream system, the answer
must be a qualified ‘yes’ - the model has been relatively successful in reaching and supporting
rurally located businesses.

5.33

To test this objective robustly, however, would require the regional and sub-regional business
support infrastructure to be ‘joined up’ and for the Pathfinder model to be integrated into that
infrastructure. This is currently not the situation in the business support environment, and is
not simple to achieve. Indeed, to provide a ‘seamless’ business support service will require
commitment at national, regional, sub-regional and local levels and streamlined structures and
incentives for connecting up both public and private sector intermediary and delivery
organisations across all sectors. The RBSA model is only one small piece in the business
support ‘jigsaw’ and cannot be truly effective in isolation. Nonetheless, given the constraints
facing the Pathfinder model, the conclusion has to be that the Pathfinder has demonstrated the
possibility of delivering support for the whole range of rural enterprises through the
mainstream system, and has provided muted confirmation that such a model could achieve
this objective if:
•

the necessary supporting infrastructure were in place

•

the delivery organisation commanded sufficient confidence amongst the business
support community.

Objective 4: Improve the coherency of the ‘bundle’ of publicly
funded services offered to customers
Table 5-6: Pathfinder activities contributing to the achievement of Objective 4
•

RBSA team prompting consideration by providers of ways to improve service coherence through local provider
networking and other contacts with providers

•

RBSA team working closely with intermediaries such as banks and accountants and representative
organisations such as FSB, NFU and CLA

•

Findings are fed into Steering Group to make recommendations for resolving issues

•

Steering Group generating strategic commitment to improving coherence through the protocol, the involvement
of providers (within and outside the Welland) and other actions

Context
5.34

This objective was considered both in terms of conventional business support services, and in
terms of whether that ‘bundle’ of services can be widened to include non-traditional services
to business, and in so doing improve the coherence of access to services.
Delivery of a clearly defined and standardised service

5.35

The RBSA model was designed to try to increase the coherence of business support for the
business population. In order to do this, the model invested a significant amount of time in
understanding the detail of the business support services available in the Welland. This
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enabled the RBSAs to make referrals and recommendations based on a comprehensive
understanding of the wide range of initiatives and providers.
5.36

5.37

Delivering a coherent service was predicated on the existence of a strong and effective RBSA
team, achieved through a range of mechanisms:
•

strong and clear management

•

a clearly defined and embraced team mission and purpose

•

clearly defined geographic responsibilities

•

a shared intelligence base

•

an explicit process for ownership and management of clients

•

regular formal interaction through bi-weekly review and knowledge development
meetings

•

peer support (a ‘buddy’ system to provide support and coverage)

•

a spread of sectoral understanding to enable contact with businesses to be managed
credibly and in sufficient depth.

The existence of the Business Link IDB model, operating in parallel, had the potential to
reduce coherence in that the Pathfinder appeared to represent essentially a duplication of the
IDB services. In the early stages of the Pathfinder, the presence of the RBSAs caused some
concern amongst some of the Business Link advisers. However, this was moderated through
the RBSAs and their Business Link counterparts developing effective working relationships.
This involved sharing information, access to each other’s briefing and training meetings, and
clarification that the distinctive purpose of the Pathfinder was to access rural and hard-toreach businesses. There still remained the potential, however, to duplicate the diagnostic
process, which was only resolved by the RBSAs referring directly to business support
suppliers on a widespread basis. This was, nonetheless, a clear example of the importance of
local interaction and collaboration between business support organisations. In practice, the
two models differed in significant respects:
•

the RBSAs’ main focus was rural and hard-to-reach businesses (including currently
excluded sectors)

•

the RBSAs operated in a proactive manner, devoting considerable amounts of time to
prospecting actively for hard-to-reach businesses and business support virgins; the
degree of proactive reach-out to this segment of the business population to an extent
differentiated the role from Business Link

•

the RBSAs delivered a very flexible service, working mornings, evenings and
weekends when appropriate and necessary (whereas whilst individual Business Link
advisers work to similar patterns, this is reported not to be the norm).
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Increasing awareness and understanding as a route to coherence
5.38

The features of the RBSA model enabled them to develop a broad understanding of the
supply side options available and present that to a business as a single package. This came
across to the business as a coherent and comprehensive picture of business support, evidenced
by the survey of businesses that met with an RBSA, where 84% of the businesses considered
their contact with the RBSA and any subsequent follow-on support to have contributed to
increasing their understanding and awareness of the support available.

5.39

Interestingly, amongst the ‘urban’ businesses, the impact of the RBSA in terms of increasing
understanding and awareness was greater than in either the ‘fringe’ or ‘isolated’ areas (56%
rated the contact as important in ‘urban’ areas; 52% in ‘fringe’ areas and 42% in ‘isolated’
areas). This could be explained by the greater range of public and private sector business
support organisations serving urban areas – which might result in greater levels of confusion
and therefore benefit from the RBSAs’ activity. However, the numbers are too small to draw
any robust conclusions in relation to the rurality of the business.
Mechanisms to support coherence

5.40

Informal networking between providers and with intermediaries was already occurring within
the Welland, and across the region, prior to the Pathfinder. However, in the course of
delivering the Pathfinder, a number of initiatives were formalised. The development of these
activities was undertaken in recognition that a team of RBSAs working directly with the
business community was not alone sufficient to improve the coherence of business support.
Rather, the team could only function effectively if it were located in a supportive and robust
infrastructure.

5.41

The key networking initiatives developed in the course of the Pathfinder include the
Partnership Protocol, the resultant Partner meeting initiative, the establishment of a local
provider network in Melton, and the evolution of the Welland Xtra Portal.

5.42

The Partnership Protocol and Partner meeting initiative: a Partnership Protocol was
considered an essential mechanism to ensure commitment to the Pathfinder model and to the
referral process by the business support community in the region. The Protocol took the form
of a document outlining the client referral process and committing to work together in a
number of ways (Annex M), to which partner organisations were requested to sign up. The
proposal was presented to partner organisations at the first Partner meeting convened in
September, four months after the Pathfinder became operational, and was subsequently
circulated to a wide range of partner organisations with the request that they sign the
document, signifying their organisation’s buy-in to the model.

5.43

Ultimately thirteen partner organisations returned the document demonstrating considerable
support from a wide range of representatives from the business support network. However,
some views were expressed during the process by some partners relating to:
•

concerns that the RBSAs would stimulate so much demand that if an organisation
signed up to the Protocol they would be unable to cope with the referrals
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•

an expectation that when organisations sign up to a Protocol they would normally
have been involved in the development process – this had not really occurred prior to
the development of the written Protocol.

5.44

Nonetheless, the Protocol did catalyse the process of developing a growing network of partner
organisations that met on a regular basis throughout the remainder of the Pathfinder. The
Partner meetings provided a forum to share information, reflect on key issues, develop and
strengthen contacts and relationships and, because of the mass of representation, deliver
credible messages to government.

5.45

At the time of completing this report, the outputs from the Partner meetings (presented in
Annex E) include:
•

a document designed to share and map the partner information on purpose, objectives
and services - with information on objectives submitted by 14 organisations

•

the outputs from the final Partner meeting, which delivered messages on:
¾

‘simplification’: making business support simpler and more straightforward
across government for both businesses and partners

¾

whether or not mainstream business support under the Business Link brand
can deliver to businesses on matters of wider relevance to business/economic
performance such as childcare, health, crime prevention, etc.

¾

RDAs’ responsibility for the Business Link Brand.

5.46

The Melton provider network: this was an initiative developed at a local level to provide a
forum for local delivery organisations to exchange information and contacts, develop and
strengthen working relationships and update knowledge. The network was built in Melton,
the Local Authority District widely considered by those we consulted to have the strongest
support infrastructure in the sub-region. Its success emphasised the effectiveness of
structured, face-to-face interaction amongst delivery organisations, and signalled the
importance of putting a formal coordination mechanism in place if continuity is to be
achieved.

5.47

Working closely with intermediaries and representative organisations: achievement here
was patchy. Efforts were mainly through the RBSAs and, in some cases, the Partner
meetings. Some representative organisations developed a close relationship with the
Pathfinder, for example the Country Land and Business Association (CLA) collaborated with
the Pathfinder in several ways. Others were invited to become involved but did so only
marginally (where there was an explanation, this was for a variety of reasons including lack
of time and resource, and possibly incompatible demands faced by some intermediaries).
Similarly, little progress was made in terms of working directly with intermediaries such as
banks and accountants. To be effective with this group requires the development of large
numbers of individual relationships at the local level, which was not practical within the
Pathfinder’s timescale and given other demands on the RBSAs’ time.

5.48

The Steering Group: The Steering Group had wide representation and changed in size and
membership over the lifetime of the Pathfinder. As a result of its large size and the timing of
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the meetings, an Operational Group was set up in the course of the Pathfinder. This group
was delegated responsibility for operational decision-making, in response to the identified
need for a rapid decision-making facility in relation to delivery issues. The Operational
Group met more frequently than the Steering Group, and had a smaller, and relevant,
constituency. The separation of the strategic and operational functions enabled the Pathfinder
to progress more rapidly, and clarified to an extent the strategic role of the Steering Group.
5.49

The experience of the Pathfinder highlights some lessons for configuring a Steering Group:
•

objectives, and the remit for the strategic and operational functions, should be clearly
set out and agreed

•

strategic and operational responsibilities should be distinguished and allocated to
different groups to reflect the distinction

•

the size needs to be sufficient to represent key stakeholders, but small enough to
enable constructive dialogue and decision-making to occur

•

it should have a clearly defined membership and leadership, with representation at a
suitably senior level with decision-making responsibilities

•

representatives should remain unchanged as far as is possible

•

where additional representatives are invited to attend a meeting, they do so for
specified sections of the meeting, rather than de facto becoming a permanent member
as a result.

5.50

Whilst the functioning of the Steering Group was varied in many respects, a very positive
feature which contributed to improving coherence was the presence of two central
Government Departments on the Steering Group: the DTI/SBS and Defra. The consequence
of this was a direct line of communication from local to national level, with the learning from
the Pathfinder being fed directly into the departments themselves, and into the Government’s
Simplification Agenda. This occurred as a result of regular attendance by central government
representatives at Steering Group meetings and other key Pathfinder events, with messages
emerging from the Pathfinder being fed directly into the National Steering Group and the
Whitehall DG Group working towards the Simplification Agenda (Annex E).

5.51

Regionally, the Pathfinder also stimulated communication between directorates in emda, with
the Regeneration Directorate and the Business Services Directorate committing to review
jointly their funding and initiatives relating to business support, with the intention of reducing
duplication and increasing coherence of support delivered to their business communities.
emda’s Business Services Directorate has also looked to the Pathfinder as a vehicle for
considering the shape of the future regional Business Link service.

5.52

The benefits of specific tools designed to improve coherence have also been noted; the
development of the Protocols relating to the Partner meetings and to the Welland Xtra Portal
were singled out by emda as initiatives that should be continued, and the lessons learned
about the shortcomings of paper-based Protocols and the importance of communication will
feed into Defra.
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Widening the scope of the ‘bundle’ of publicly funded services offered through
business support channels
5.53

5.54

This proposition was tested and evidence collected through a number of the Pathfinder’s
components, including the RBSA team, the Partner meetings, and the business surveys.
Efforts were made to explore how valued and achievable it would be to extend business
support services to include issues such as crime prevention, environmental considerations and
compliance, health care and child care. The evidence that emerged was not extensive but
suggested the following observations:
•

the main crime issues for businesses were vandalism, theft of vehicles, machinery and
fuel and fly tipping

•

the suspicion is that only a small percentage of crimes suffered by businesses is
reported, and that crime is becoming more of an issue for businesses

•

however, crime prevention was not seen by businesses as part of business support.
Businesses were therefore confused when the subject was brought up by RBSAs and
felt that time was being wasted that should be devoted to addressing more
‘conventional’ business issues

•

environmental issues, on the other hand, are central to many businesses’ effective
operation and profitability - for example, practical considerations such as waste
management, toxic and other materials’ disposal and effluent management, as well as
compliance with environmental legislation

•

the difficulties of engaging support agencies that do not fall within the conventional
boundaries of business support. This highlights the challenges of establishing
constructive working relationships between organisations with varying objectives,
agendas, funding sources and therefore reporting channels.

Finally, as a result of the experiences of the Pathfinder, Welland Enterprise included a halfday crime prevention workshop in an ESF-funded programme they run for pre-starts (the
‘New Entrepreneur Scholarships’). The workshop was based on existing activity run by the
Welland SSP and the objective was to test whether pre-starts could understand how crime
could affect their business, especially in the early stages. The feedback was extremely
positive and, in response, the workshop has been extended, scheduled earlier in the
programme and is now mainstreamed in both the New Entrepreneur Scholarships and
Welland Enterprise’s ‘Earn Your Own Living’.
Conclusions

5.55

Given the apparent national and regional influence of a relatively small project, delivered at a
local level, the Pathfinder must be considered as very successful in relation to this objective.

5.56

At the interface with businesses, the intensive personalised service delivered by well informed
RBSAs assured the businesses of a coherent picture of the business support available, and a
simple entry into the system.
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5.57

In terms of improving the coherence of the bundle of publicly funded services offered to
businesses, this can only be achieved through a fundamental review of business support
funding, contracting and delivery. At best, the Pathfinder was only in a position to provide
evidence that will in the future support a shift in this direction, rather than achieving a great
deal itself although, as noted in Objective 2, some steps have already been taken to simplify
and repackage business support initiatives at a local level based on the learning from the
Pathfinder.

5.58

In relation to widening the scope of support, the conclusions were: first, a strong message
that widening the scope of the services that are included in the business support ‘bundle’ was
too ambitious a proposition at present. Second, some of the wider issues are considered by
businesses to be more relevant to the business support portfolio than others. In particular, if
support were to be extended, businesses would favour support in relation to environmental
issues which are considered intrinsic to business performance. However, as an adjunct to
core business support, the evidence from Welland Enterprise’s experience suggests that some
awareness raising and information on crime prevention would be welcomed.

5.59

Nonetheless, the main conclusion is that the business support community should ensure the
core service is operating efficiently, effectively and inclusively before extending the scope of
support to include areas which require knowledge of entirely different issues, networks,
funding sources and delivery agents.

Objective 5: Reduce confusion for the customer by reducing
duplication of services offered
Table 5-7: Pathfinder activities contributing to the achievement of Objective 5
•

RBSA team gathering market intelligence about services and customers to be shared with all partners through a
knowledge bank

•

Detailed mapping of all existing providers and services available in the Welland by the RBSAs

•

RBSA team raising general awareness of the availability of publicly funded services in the Welland

Context
5.60

Although the intention of this objective was to reduce confusion for the customer by reducing
the duplication of services offered, the most significant finding from the work of the
Pathfinder was that confusion about the range of services available appears to be as
significant amongst the supply side as amongst the business population. This section
therefore starts by presenting the views of suppliers as well as users and potential users.
Confusion amongst suppliers

5.61

There was broad consensus amongst those consulted during the evaluation that a wealth of
information and knowledge exists about services, initiatives and support available but that this
is fragmented and difficult to access. As a result, those supplying support services to
businesses are confused by the array of services and the sources of provision, the detail of
their targeting and objectives, the frequent changes in availability, and the methods of
accessing them.
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5.62

Different funding streams duplicate services. For example, Defra, the DTI34 and the EU all
fund separate business support initiatives for rural businesses in the East Midlands. This can
result in a wide range of delivery organisations ostensibly delivering similar services to
businesses.

5.63

Confusion is not, however, only caused by duplication of services, but is exacerbated by the
following factors:
•

the time necessary, and therefore the resource costs, to keep up-to-date are significant
for those providing support. Knowledge is maintained as far as possible but this
tends to be through a manageable – and hence restricted - number of the most
relevant contacts and networks, often dependent on close working relationships. This
approach does not guarantee a comprehensive understanding of the wide range of
support available

•

the rate of change in the supply sector – amongst services, organisations and people.
The main cause of this is the short-term funding cycles and the project-based nature
of funding for business support. As a result:
¾

new initiatives and brands constantly appear, without existing services
necessarily being replaced by the new

¾

services, and organisations, cease to operate because funding runs out

¾

there is a high turnover of skilled and experienced business support resources
as the degree of uncertainty about future funding for a position or initiative is
high

¾

this all results in a lack of continuity, difficulties in building and maintaining
working relationships, and loss of credibility with businesses.

Confusion amongst businesses
5.64

Nearly one-third (29%) of businesses that participated in the general survey of Welland-based
businesses35 reported that they were confused by the number of providers and the number of
services on offer. This relatively low percentage suggests a positive situation.

5.65

However, the picture is probably not so simple, and the evidence from the survey of
businesses that met with an RBSA suggests otherwise. Here, the level of confusion was
greater (42%) amongst businesses prior to their contact with an RBSA. If levels of
‘confusion’ and ‘lack of awareness’ are considered together, businesses suffering either from
lack of awareness, or confusion, or both represent 72% of those surveyed (Table 5-8 shows
the balance between confusion and awareness).

34
35

Now the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR)
Survey of a representative sample of businesses located in the Welland.
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Table 5-8: Relationship between levels of awareness of, and confusion about, business support
services
Unaware that any support is available to the business

45%

Confused by the number of providers and services on offer

38%

Total either unaware of services or confused by them:

72% of those surveyed

Source: Internal data – survey of businesses that had contact with an RBSA

5.66

One explanation for this situation might be that the greater the awareness of business support
providers and services, the greater the confusion that reigns. This possibility is supported by
the data on the business support virgins in this survey, where lower levels of confusion are
reported but also lower levels of awareness. It appears that increasing awareness may
aggravate confusion. Furthermore, confusion is far higher amongst those businesses located
in ‘urban’ areas, where there is a greater profusion of providers and choice available.
Equally, the more rural businesses are less confused, but also have access to fewer sources of
business support.
Figure 5-2: Degree of confusion amongst various segments of the business population
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5.67

Agricultural and other land-based businesses also report lower than average levels of
confusion, and the real problems appear, from this evidence, to be based in urban areas.
Having said that, this picture should probably not be considered independently of awareness
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levels, since there is some indication that one influences the other and, indeed, poor
awareness appears to be a greater problem amongst businesses than confusion.
5.68

Given these findings, there is clearly work to do to improve clarity and, by reducing
confusion, to improve the chance of greater numbers of businesses engaging with the business
support sector. The supply side’s confusion may exacerbate the situation, since their
confusion may be transferred to business clients in the form of partial or inaccurate
information and referrals.
The impact of the Pathfinder on reducing confusion

5.69

The Pathfinder model demonstrated the importance of allocating sufficient time to the
brokerage role to keep on top of the complexities of the business support sector and maintain
and build networks and supply side relationships. The estimated split of the time which the
RBSAs spent on various activities, including establishing and maintaining contacts with a
wide range of supply side organisations, is laid out in Table 5-9. Between 15% and 25% of
an RBSA’s time was spent on developing and maintaining market intelligence, supply side
contacts and networks.
Table 5-9: RBSAs – breakdown of time devoted to key activities
Average over the second half of
the Pathfinder*
Training

10%

Sourcing network contacts

5%

Identifying/sourcing clients

15%

Face-to-face meetings with clients

50%

Administration/reporting

10%

Attending network events, meetings with partner organisations, etc

10%

Total:

100%

* the average has been taken from the second half of the Pathfinder’s duration, since this reflects a fully
operational brokerage role more closely than the first half, which included significant set-up and development
time.

5.70

With the remit of raising awareness and improving the coherence of business support, the
result of the RBSAs’ activity should have been a reduction in confusion amongst the
businesses with whom they had contact. This is indeed the case, with confusion levels
reported to have reduced by half following meeting with an RBSA (a drop from 42% to 21%
of those surveyed).

5.71

Whilst the RBSA role was central in reducing confusion amongst businesses, other
mechanisms supported their activity, and were enhanced through contact with the RBSAs.

5.72

The prime mechanism was the Welland Xtra Portal – the knowledge bank developed by
Business 24 in parallel to the Pathfinder, into which the RBSAs fed market intelligence they
gathered about providers and services. This information gathering was part of a formal
provider mapping exercise undertaken throughout the duration of the Pathfinder as part of the
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RBSAs’ interaction with delivery organisations. Whilst the Portal was in existence for
several months before the Pathfinder started, it was only once the RBSAs started operations
that the Portal could be populated with information generated by resources working ‘on the
ground’ at a local level.
5.73

The RBSAs also disseminated information about the Portal to businesses, and the Portal
management contacted 6,235 businesses in the Welland to raise awareness about the
Pathfinder. A characteristic of this collaboration which may have been significant in
minimising confusion is that both the Pathfinder and the Portal focused exclusively on the
same geographic area, the Welland. Consequently, they were serving the same business
population, effective working relationships were already in place, and there were no boundary
mismatches or differences in their key stakeholders.

5.74

Our assessment of the Portal is, first, that it integrated relatively seamlessly with the
Pathfinder and, second, that a central bank of regularly updated and accurate knowledge and
information appears to have been a key tool in support of the brokerage service. The
Pathfinder revealed that such an information resource is at least as important for the supply
side in contributing to alleviating the confusion they face. However, different information
about business support organisations, funding and initiatives is likely to be required by the
supply side compared with user and potential user requirements. Moreover, amongst the
supply side organisations, there are probably distinctions to be drawn between the needs of
those organisations delivering support and intermediary agencies. An example of the
distinctive needs is that those brokering and delivering support require detail about the
services offered by other suppliers, in particular specialists; whereas intermediary agencies
would draw more on information on the range and capacity of suppliers – essentially a
comprehensive ‘map’ of support in order to determine policy, to identify gaps, and to
purchase supply.

5.75

The various working groups assembled in the course of the Pathfinder also provided
mechanisms for the supply side to share information, thus contributing to increased clarity.
The value of these initiatives was confirmed from our consultations with the supply side
organisations and, as a result of the Pathfinder, we found that key partners are now seeking
ways of maintaining the momentum generated by the Partner initiative and the Melton local
partner network.
Conclusions

5.76

Confusion about the range of business support existed amongst businesses, but was arguably
greater on the supply side, amongst the business support community. Reduction of confusion
amongst providers and other supply side agencies will have a positive impact on the demand
side, i.e. the businesses themselves. An indication of the potential for reducing confusion
amongst businesses is the success of the RBSAs in reducing levels of confusion amongst the
businesses with which they worked.

5.77

A range of factors contribute to confusion in the sector and its alleviation. One cause of
confusion, duplication of services, was not fully addressed in the course of the Pathfinder’s
relatively short life. However, it was over-ambitious to expect this to have been achieved in
such a short space of time. Moreover, a number of conditions need to be in place to reduce
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duplication, many of which rely on changes being made which are beyond the influence of a
local or even regional project. These include:

5.78

5.79

•

clear, sufficiently detailed, up-to-date and centrally collected information about
providers, funding and initiatives – enabling gaps and areas of duplication to be
identified

•

a shared resolve amongst business support organisations to work together to refine
and streamline the business support on offer

•

a regionalised process of harmonising the range of funding streams supporting
business support

•

collaboration between government departments at national level to simplify and
streamline funding streams.

Confusion could be further offset by:
•

increasing the length of funding cycles to a minimum of three years to increase the
stability of business support. This will have a range of effects including reducing the
loss of experienced people, enabling a service to be established, develop momentum
and a profile, and allowing the delivery organisation to work with a client over a
prolonged period if required

•

increasing the flexibility of funding so that regional or sub-regional support
organisations can define the detailed objectives of the funding and the associated
targets – to avoid service delivery being diverted from local needs in order to meet
targets set for the funding

•

enabling business support organisations to assign sufficient time to managing the
volume of information and the complexity of the business support networks, so
ensuring knowledge and relationships remain current, and for funders to recognise
this in the targets assigned to a funding stream.

A final consideration to bear in mind is that decreasing duplication may also decrease the
choice available to businesses and therefore be counter-productive. Businesses’ needs are
complex, and businesses come in all shapes and sizes. In the process of simplification it will
be important to manage it in such a way that the richness of the business support available is
not reduced. The priority should be to reduce confusion amongst users, potential users and
amongst suppliers. Whilst this may require some rationalisation, a lesson from the Pathfinder
is that other contributory factors (like the lack of easy access to information on the available
support) will need to be tackled as well.
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Objective 6: Promote Business Link as the single point of contact
for all services in the Welland
Table 5-10: Pathfinder activities contributing to the achievement of Objective 6 (and Objective 3)
•

RBSA team signpost to public sector service providers when needs can be met by single agency

•

RBSA team refer to Business Link diagnostic and brokerage services where a multi-agency approach is
required or a customer requires help sourcing suppliers from the private sector

•

RBSAs refer any land-based business directly to Defra/RDS or NFU/CLA depending on need (as Business Link
would automatically do and defined in the Partnership protocol)

•

RBSA team map business support services serving the Welland and feed information into the Welland Xtra
portal

•

Examine the views of generalist signposters and providers as to the need for specialist knowledge and
understanding, and the views of the businesses which have been contacted by the RBSAs.

Context
5.80

The Pathfinder model was delivered by an independent agency – Welland Enterprise –
providing the brokerage service, rather than being delivered directly through Business Link.
The scope of the RBSA role and structure bore some resemblance to Business Link’s IDB
model and to previous Business Link adviser models where the adviser delivered the role of
‘honest broker’ with a prospecting remit. The significant differences of the Pathfinder from
these models have already been mentioned and are further discussed later in this section.

5.81

Business Link became an active partner in the Pathfinder at a relatively late stage in the
design of the model and, as such, issues of Business Link branding and referral protocols
were only addressed once the nucleus of the Pathfinder model was in place and delivery had
commenced. As a result, the conditions for testing the objective of promoting Business Link
as the single point of contact for all services in the Welland were not established from the
outset of the project.

5.82

As described in Chapter 4, the client journey and partner referral process were set out in the
Welland Partnership Protocol. In essence, the referral process involved Welland Enterprise’s
RBSA team prospecting for business contacts, exploring the business’s interest in, and need
for, business support and then referring businesses to further support where appropriate.
Where a single referral was suitable and obvious, the referral could be directly to a delivery
organisation (including Welland Enterprise in the case of pre-start and start-ups); where
multiple referrals were necessary, the protocol required the business to be referred to the local
Business Link.

5.83

For all contacts with businesses, RBSAs were required to check the status of the business on
the relevant Business Link database (to which they were given access) to clarify:
•

whether the business was a current or recent client of the Business Link (in which
case the contact should not be followed up as they were already receiving support or
had been given the prospect of support)
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•

5.84

if the business had received support previously (in which case it was important for the
RBSA to have the case details to deliver a service which built on rather than
duplicated the business’s previous experience).

RBSAs also fed back the details and outcome of their contact with the business to the relevant
Business Link Operator in order that the information could be added to the record on the
database, thus providing a standard reference point for the core team (Welland Enterprise and
the three Business Links) delivering the first stage support.
Practical experience of delivery

5.85

In practice, 75% of businesses that were referred by RBSAs were characterised as multiple
referrals. In just over a quarter of cases a referral was made to a Business Link, but the
majority of multiple referrals consisted of direct referrals to a range of delivery organisations
and sources of information. Examples include referrals to the local council regarding a
specific grant, or to the Welland SSP’s ShopAround representative regarding retail advice.
This circumvention of the protocol occurred for a variety of reasons:
•

As the Pathfinder evolved, it became clear that the RBSAs needed to invest
considerable time in their interaction with a business before they were in a position to
make an informed referral. The time required was due to:
¾

the need to develop a dialogue and some level of trust and understanding with
the business before it felt sufficiently comfortable to open up to the RBSA

¾

the length of time needed to ascertain that the issues raised were indeed the
genuine problems for which the business needed support.

•

As a result, because RBSAs in effect had to undertake a ‘first level’ diagnosis of the
business, they were concerned that referring on to a Business Link would result in the
IDB service duplicating the process, prior to referring the business to relevant
delivery services. In these circumstances, there was a risk that the businesses
concerned would simply see an additional diagnostic stage as being an unnecessary
bit of red-tape and might be inhibited from proceeding on the journey. In other
words, the added value of channelling the business through Business Link, other than
for administrative purposes of ‘processing’ the business, was not clear.

•

The level and range of understanding acquired by the RBSAs of business support
organisations and their respective services was such that they were (or believed they
were) as well positioned as the Business Link Operators to make an informed referral.

•

Having developed the initial relationship with the business, and in particular with
business support virgins, RBSAs felt a sense of responsibility for the business, and
were keen to retain ownership of the business contact.

•

Concern also existed that some of the Business Link Operators had insufficient
resource to respond to referrals in the time specified in the Protocol.
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5.86

In addition, there were some technical barriers:
¾

early problems with gaining authority to access the respective Business Link
databases: initially, access was limited to viewing information, rather than
entering data. However, as the Pathfinder evolved and relationships with the
Business Links strengthened, the RBSAs were given permission to enter data
directly onto one Business Link database (Business Link Northamptonshire).
Our understanding is that this was the first time an external agency had been
given access as a user to the Business Link databases

¾

there were also technical problems at the early stage in achieving
compatibility between the RBSAs’ computers and the three Business Link
databases. These were eventually solved, but the difficulties reduced the
assiduousness with which the RBSAs always checked business details on the
Business Link databases because of the effort involved. The RBSAs were,
however, diligent in feeding information on their contact with a business
back to the Business Link to ensure a comprehensive and shared record of
support was maintained.

Finally, although the RBSAs and all the materials developed for the Pathfinder were branded
Business Link, this was alongside other key partner brands (Welland Enterprise, Welland SSP
and emda) and, in practice, the RBSAs presented themselves as Welland Enterprise resources,
which was a potential source of confusion in testing whether Business Link could be
promoted as the single point of contact for all services.
Considerations from the supply side

5.87

As demonstrated by the above assessment, the structure of the model and the obstacles
encountered in practice constrained the Pathfinder’s ability to test whether Business Link
could be promoted as the single point of contact for all services in the Welland. In addition,
the rapidly changing national and regional business support environment and the uncertainty
about the future shape of the regional Business Link model introduced further difficulties.

5.88

We therefore do not believe the Pathfinder has been in a position to test the Business Link
brand fully, or could have done so, given the current uncertain environment, and because the
RBSAs operated under the Welland Enterprise banner rather than as Business Link
representatives. Nevertheless, some degree of support was expressed in the supplier
consultations about the potential for Business Link to act as the single point of contact for all
services and for the principle of simplifying delivery through a single brand, with the
following qualifications:
•

the reduction of advisers on the ground that has taken place in some areas has the
potential to affect Business Link’s visibility amongst the business community. There
was very considerable support for the Business Link IDB service to put in place a
strong local presence

•

there is reported to be some variation in the degree to which the Business Link
Operators focus on rural businesses which are, by definition, more expensive to
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service. The expectation is that the regional Business Link model will overcome
these discrepancies, and this would be welcomed
•

5.89

agricultural support suppliers were particularly concerned that Business Link be well
positioned to respond to the needs of agricultural and land-based businesses as soon
as these come under the umbrella of the regional Business Link service, and that
discontinuities are avoided.

Finally, three provisos were attached to the support for the new regional Business Link
model:
•

Economies of scale that are achieved through streamlining ‘back room’ functions and
reducing organisational duplication are directly translated into additional funding for
‘front line’ service delivery.

•

‘Front line’ service delivery must be local – from the research, the Local Authority
District would seem to be the appropriate spatial boundary within which an
RBSA/broker can operate effectively. Whilst core services can be standardised
across the region to assure businesses of receiving a similar service wherever they are
located, the move to a regional Business Link must not result in a reduction in local
visibility through less advisers on the ground. Rather, delivery must be shaped to
meet local needs, and this is best achieved by locally based advisers, or subcontracted deliverers with knowledge of the local conditions and the local business
community.

•

This ‘front line’ service delivery refers to the IDB service, but could equally include a
proactive brokerage service along the lines of the RBSAs, with a specific remit to
reach the hard-to-reach, rurally located businesses and business support virgins.
Delivery of such a service could be contracted by Business Link to local partner
organisations, who are branded Business Link and seamlessly integrated with the
regional Business Link intelligence and data management systems.

The businesses’ perspective
5.90

Very little evidence could be collected directly from businesses on the degree to which the
business population supported the concept of Business Link as the single point of contact for
all services in the Welland, since the model being tested was not effectively the Business Link
model.

5.91

However, to provide some evidence for considering this question, data drawn from the
baseline survey of the Welland’s business population are presented here. The data relate to
the degree of use of Business Link (Figure 5-3), and to the businesses’ views on whether or
not Business Link is the right place to go for their support needs (Figure 5-4).
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Figure 5-3: Use of Business Link in the context of all business support
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Figure 5-4: Businesses’ views on sources of business support
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5.92

Business Link is reportedly the most common source of support for the 46% of businesses
that sought help in the Welland. When businesses were asked whether Business Link was
‘the right place to go for their support needs’, 21% of those surveyed agreed. If we assume
(as we have done in paragraph 4.30) that 46% of businesses have sought help from the
business support network, this means that just under half of those view Business Link as the
right place to go. As a proportion of the overall business population, the support for Business
Link is clearly lower (less than a quarter of those surveyed). Whilst this indicates that a
considerable proportion of the engaged businesses are positive about Business Link, it does
suggest that there is still room for improvement in terms of Business Link’s position to act as
the single point of contact.
Conclusion

5.93

5.94

Many of the shortcomings of the Pathfinder model described earlier relate to the overlaps
between the service delivered by the RBSAs and the Business Link IDB model. These
problems are by no means insurmountable and the research has identified principles which we
believe will inform the Business Link model positively, particularly in establishing delivery
partnerships with external providers. If regional Business Link were to incorporate the RBSA
role as the model for brokering services to rural and hard–to-reach businesses, many of the
flaws in the Pathfinder approach would be removed:
•

the risk of duplicating the diagnostic process and the central ‘account manager’
relationship would no longer exist

•

the inefficiencies and data protection issues surrounding data sharing would be
removed since the service would all be contracted and branded by Business Link.

On the basis of the evidence presented, there is a reasonably good, but not ideal, foundation from the businesses’ perspective of Business Link - on which such a single point of contact
could be made to work. Moreover, the evidence of the Pathfinder was that, whilst there were
problems in making this happen, there was nothing fundamental to prevent it from happening.
There will, however, need to be robust protocols, clarity of roles and responsibilities,
commitment to locally-based delivery, and supportive infrastructure in place to make the
over-arching service come together.
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Objective 7: Ensure publicly funded services complement but do
not compete with similarly priced services from the commercial
sector
Table 5-11: Pathfinder activities contributing to the achievement of Objective 7
•

RBSA team map business support services serving the Welland and feed information into the Welland Xtra
portal

•

Business Link to rectify any gaps in support provision by identifying a specialist provider who can offer the
necessary information/skills

•

Pathfinder partners and key providers work together to address gaps and duplication to achieve greater
alignment of services

Context
5.95

This objective is closely aligned with Objective 5, which aspires to decrease confusion
through a reduction in the duplication of services.
Complementarity with commercially-priced services

5.96

The core brokerage services delivered through the Pathfinder had no parallel in the private
sector in that they proactively sought out businesses, and were differentiated from the main
publicly funded brokerage (Business Link IDB) by virtue of the segment of the business
population they targeted. As such, the Pathfinder did not compete with any private sector
provision.

5.97

The intention was that the RBSA model would encompass both publicly funded and
commercial services through providing a referral service that would direct businesses to
relevant support, whether it be publicly funded or commercially supplied. In practice, an
analysis of the RBSAs’ referral patterns (Figure 5-5 overleaf) reveal that only 3% of all
referrals were to organisations delivering services on a fully commercial basis.

5.98

The reasons for the low level of referrals to services from the commercial sector appear to be
threefold:
•

either the problems set out by the businesses could not be addressed by the
commercial services on offer

•

or the businesses were already engaged with these sources of support (ref. Figure 5-4
which suggests that the bank manager and accountant are often already engaged as
advisers)

•

or, commercial services, without public sector funding, tend to be targeted at larger
businesses which are (i) persuaded of the value of paying for support through
previous experience, or (ii) are in a position to pay the commercial rate for support.
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Figure 5-5: Analysis of referral organisation types
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From this we can infer that:
•

not only is the Pathfinder providing a service by and large not available through the
private sector

•

all our evidence suggests that little fully commercial provision is targeted at this
particular client group. Nor would we expect this to be the case, since a large
proportion of the business support directed at start-ups and small businesses is at least
partially publicly funded, as the full commercial cost of business support acts as a
barrier to take up for early stage and the small end of the business population. Given
that the majority of businesses with which the RBSAs had contact fell into this
category, the options for referral would be to publicly funded services. In this sense,
the publicly funded services were unlikely to compete with, or displace, similarly
priced services from the commercial sector, as the rationale for the public funding
would be to meet a market failure.

5.100

Given this situation, and the apparent confusion that exists about public sector provision, the
priority for the RBSAs was to set out the scope of the public sector provision for clients.

5.101

It was more appropriate for the RBSAs to cover this question in the research aspect of their
work, through mapping both publicly funded and commercial business provision. This
process was started with detailed information on 34 key business support suppliers and
intermediaries operating in the Welland collected (Annex K contains graphic representations
of the customer and sectoral focus of the suppliers).

5.102

The Pathfinder has been successful insofar as it started the journey to ensuring
complementarity between publicly funded and commercial services. It can thus be considered
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to have been partially successful in addressing this objective and, alongside the mapping, has
also achieved the following:
•

information on well over one hundred partner organisations has been fed into the
Welland Xtra Knowledge Bank

•

the Partnership Protocol and Partner meeting initiative have started the process of
putting in place a widely inclusive infrastructure that can work together to address
gaps and duplication in order to achieve greater alignment of services. To this end,
information on the various partners’ objectives has already been circulated amongst
the group.

Assessment of project performance against objectives
5.103

Finally, this section looks at the success of the Pathfinder in delivering the agreed outputs for
each of the seven objectives (ref. Annex A – Evaluation Framework). Table 5-12 (overleaf)
contains the respective outputs, together with our assessment of the degree to which each
output target, and therefore the objective, has been met.

5.104

As noted at the beginning of this chapter, at an early stage of the Pathfinder the objectives
were agreed to be over-ambitious. Nonetheless, despite this the Pathfinder has been
successful in achieving a considerable number of the outputs it identified at the outset, and at
least partially successful in addressing each of the objectives. In the process, some clear
messages have emerged and a considerable degree of learning has been generated relevant to
national and regional thinking, as well as to local delivery.
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Table 5-12: Assessment of project performance against objectives
Objective
Number

Welland Strategic Alignment Project objectives

1

Ensure strategic alignment of key business support
providers in the region/sub-region

2

Improve take up of services from public and private
sector by businesses in the Welland

3: Test whether support for the whole range of rural
(including land-based) enterprises can be delivered
successfully through the mainstream system
(Business Link as generalist broker)
3, 6, 7

Predicted outputs

Achievement of outputs

•
Joint strategic marketing of business support services in the Welland based on customer need rather
than profile of organisations

Partially achieved – will be taken forward after the end of the
Pathfinder

•

Strategic influencing of key business support providers

Considerable success, given the short timescale of the
project

•

Enhanced understanding of the needs of rural businesses, and of advice and support they require

Yes

•

Increased awareness of full range of business support-related services amongst the business population

Yes

•

Increased general take up of Welland services

Yes

•

Increased awareness and take up of services amongst business support virgins

Yes

•

Increased confidence amongst businesses that their needs are understood

Yes

•
Effective signposting to single support agencies and effective responses, e.g. satisfaction rates with the
signposting and the service

Yes

•
Effective delivery of diagnostic and brokerage services by Business Link and effective responses by
private and public providers, e.g. satisfaction rates with diagnostic/brokerage services and support received

Not possible to assess due to model tested, where brokerage
services were delivered externally rather than by Business
Link

•

Some evidence of support for this in theory, but practice was
not tested due to the design of the Pathfinder

Rural businesses confident that their requirements can be met through Business Link

6: Promote Business Link as the single point of
contact for all services in the Welland

•
Rural and land-based enterprises willing to be referred via Business Link and are subsequently satisfied
with the service

Some evidence of support for this in theory, but practice was
not tested due to the design of the Pathfinder

7: Ensure publicly funded services complement but
do not compete with similarly priced services from the
commercial sector

•
Where appropriate to refer land-based businesses directly to another service provider, the referral
system has been effective, businesses are satisfied, and the information sharing between the service providers
and Business Link has been effective

Yes

•

A range of actions taken which have started the process of
alignment – some success given the time available, and work
on alignment likely to continue after the end of the Pathfinder

Greater alignment of business support services for Welland businesses
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Table 5-12: Assessment of project performance against objectives
Objective
Number

4

5

Welland Strategic Alignment Project objectives

Improve the coherency of the ‘bundle’ of publicly
funded services offered to customers

Reduce confusion for the customer by reducing
duplication of services offered

Predicted outputs

Achievement of outputs

•
Increased clarity from providers about their specialist offers and target markets to reduce the duplication
and overlap in the delivery

Work started on this and will be built on after the end of the
Pathfinder

•

Increased coherence in an otherwise fragmented business support in the region

Yes

•

Greater coordination and collaboration between national, regional and sub-regional stakeholders

Partial, but the Pathfinder’s potential to change behaviour on
a widespread scale is limited and this will require action from
stakeholders at all levels

•
National Regional Partnership Board are made aware of coherence and accessibility issues and receive
recommendations as to how they can be rectified (SR06 (subsequently revised to CSR 2007))

Yes, insofar as progress and recommendations have been
fed into the NRPB and into the Government’s Simplification
Agenda

•
New, relevant and useful information being generated, stored in knowledge bank, accessed and used by
providers and, in the longer term, businesses

Yes

•

Increased general awareness amongst businesses (within scope) of the services in the Welland

Yes

•
Increased confidence amongst businesses of the relevance of the support provision in relation to their
rural location

Yes

•

Reduced duplication of services on offer

Not possible to achieve this within the duration of the
Pathfinder, but steps have been taken that will contribute to
the reduction of duplication after the end of the Pathfinder

•

Reduced confusion amongst general customers about service offer

Yes

•

Business support providers sign up to and follow a Welland Partnership Protocol

This process has been started and considerable success
achieved with a number of business support providers and
other stakeholders signing up to the Protocol and
contributing to the Partner Meeting initiative
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6: Key Lessons
6.1

This chapter reports on the key learning and guidance that has emerged through the delivery
of the Pathfinder. The evidence has been gathered from a range of sources, representing the
Welland’s business population and a wide range of supply side and intermediary
organisations. Our assessment is that robust lessons and a broad consensus amongst a wide
range of partners and stakeholders have emerged from the project about the ways and means
for improving the coherence of business support and the constraints that will need to be
addressed to do so.

6.2

The learning is presented under a number of headings, starting with the detail of the delivery
model itself, moving to the implications for regional and sub-regional delivery structures, and
concluding with implications at a national level. The over-arching conclusion is that, for the
coherence of business support to be enhanced, it is necessary for changes to be applied at all
levels, from the approaches of central government departments down to the local delivery
organisations.

Observations about the delivery model
6.3

This first section considers our conclusions on the key features of the Pathfinder model, and
in particular on the RBSA role.

6.4

First and foremost, our judgement – and we believe the consensus amongst most partners and
stakeholders - is that the RBSA delivery model worked well.

6.5

With minor qualifications, we conclude that a proactive brokerage role is an appropriate
starting point for the delivery of business support services to rural businesses and, in
particular, to hard-to-reach businesses and those businesses that have not previously engaged
with external business support.

6.6

The project has demonstrated that this brokerage role can be delivered by an independent
organisation at ‘arm’s length’ from – but interlocked with - Business Link. Our assessment is
that the role works effectively, and where there were inefficiencies they occurred through a
degree of misalignment between the delivery organisation (in this case Welland Enterprise)
and the Business Link Operators. These obstacles could be overcome if there were greater
integration between the RBSA model and the Business Link IDB model. This would have the
following implications:
•

recognition that to search out and engage rurally located and hard-to-reach businesses
and business support virgins will require a proactive approach

•

sufficient resource will need to be provided to deliver a proactive service to the
targeted segment(s) of the business population
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•

6.7

adequate allowance of time will need to be factored into the broker role for the nonbusiness facing elements of the role: information management, contact and network
development and upskilling.

The following observations relating to the delivery model are therefore based on the premise
that the Pathfinder model is appropriate to sit alongside, or integrate with the Business Link
IDB service, with the RBSA as the ‘proactive broker’.
The profile of the RBSA/proactive broker

6.8

The profile of the RBSAs was broadly appropriate for their delivery role, bringing a mix of
practitioner experience working in or running a business, previous familiarity with the
advisory role, a strong understanding of small business structures and functions, strong
interactive and communication skills and the ability to ‘sell’ the business support proposition
in a persuasive manner. Some concern would be legitimate that the RBSAs were all male and
mature in years, although there was widespread recognition that this was likely to establish
credibility both with the business clients and the supply side. Nevertheless we suggest that
the following lessons should be taken on board in any further development and
implementation of the model:
•

the importance of including a younger profile and perspective to engage with young
entrepreneurs

•

the need for a some additional qualities if a research role remains as part of the RBSA
role. In retrospect, incorporating research experience into the job description would
have strengthened the focus on the research components of the Pathfinder. However,
this is probably less relevant as a consideration for a role that is purely delivery
centred

•

the benefit of brokers that are proactive, not only in reaching out to hard-to-reach
businesses, but in thinking strategically about the needs of the businesses in order to
influence the shape of business support as well as delivering it.

The ‘sensitised generalist’ balance
6.9

Diverging views existed in the early stages of the Pathfinder as to whether the generalist
broker role needed to be supplemented by a range of specialists serving particular sectors
(agriculture, for example) and business types (such as ethnic businesses or social enterprises).
The views converged over the course of the Pathfinder, based on supply side debate and
emerging evidence of the RBSAs’ success in interacting with a wide range of sectors and
business types.

6.10

Our assessment is that the initial, brokerage, stage can be delivered by what we have termed
‘sensitised generalists’, and that truly specialist support is only required, in the majority of
cases, at the stage following brokerage, where businesses are referred to specialist delivery
organisations. In this model, possessing an appropriate base of generic business skills and
experience is ‘a given’. In addition, in the majority of cases sufficient sectoral and specialist
knowledge and understanding can be acquired by a general business broker to deliver the
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brokerage service to most businesses, including those where a specialist intervention has
previously been considered to be necessary.
6.11

6.12

The optimal portfolio of qualities in the brokerage team include:
•

an insight into, and sensitivity to, the sector-specific and cultural conditions faced by
particular business types

•

awareness of the key issues facing the different sectors

•

understanding of the broad range of initiatives and support and ability to determine
their relevance to particular business types and conditions

•

judgement as to which organisations are most appropriate to deliver support

•

recognition of when a specialist is required at the brokerage stage

•

the ability to help businesses articulate their needs, but not necessarily sufficient
technical and specialist knowledge to deliver in-depth support in all cases.

It is unrealistic, however, to expect a ‘sensitised generalist’ broker to be able to deal with the
full range of sectors, facing very different conditions, regulations, legislation and pressures.
In practice, a brokerage team would benefit from inclusion of a spread of sectoral knowledge
amongst the individuals, with peer review and a referral process between brokers to ensure
that in exceptional circumstances a business is ‘managed’ by the most appropriate broker.
Extending the broker role to include first stage provision of advice

6.13

The RBSA role ceased at the point that they referred the business to a business support
organisation, or to Business Link for further diagnosis and referral. In practice, some ‘light
touch’ support was delivered by the RBSAs in the course of their interaction with a business.
This took the form, in the main, of seeking out information and providing small quantities of
advice where a business had an immediate problem, or where the need was not sufficiently
substantial to merit referral to another source of support.

6.14

This ‘light touch’ first stage support is not currently consistently available, nor does it merit
referral to a substantial full-cost or subsidised business support service. In light of the RBSA
experiences and the evidence from the Action Learning Sets, we note the advantages of
building in some flexibility, and corresponding funding, to enable brokers to dispense this
‘light touch’ support, as well as the initial diagnostic and referral process. The credibility of
the broker will inevitably be strengthened if they can demonstrate sufficient knowledge to
provide light touch advice of a diagnostic and problem solving kind without trespassing onto
specialist territory. This will, however, require sufficient time being provided per potential
business client (especially business support virgins).

6.15

In conclusion, we believe there is a case for shifting the boundary to allow the broker to
deliver small quantities of advice, and note emda appears to endorse this in their proposition36
that the key features of the Regional Business Link offer will include “more advisers on the
36

A new way – the changing face of Business Link in the East Midlands, emda, October 2005.
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ground” and “IDB … that will provide consistent advice, information, diagnostic and
brokerage service including customer account management”.
Investing in the RBSA role
6.16

Annex H provides detail on the breakdown of the tasks involved in delivering the RBSA role,
and the time allocated to each task. The analysis of the role identifies a number of key
components that need to be included to enable the RBSA to operate effectively. These
include the following:
Regular investment in team development and CPD

6.17

The RBSA team benefited from a well-structured and comprehensive induction, over the first
month of their employment. Annex N contains their Training and Induction Plan, and we
recommend that such an investment is built into any brokerage model that is put in place for
serving the business community.

6.18

Over the course of the Pathfinder, one day every two weeks was devoted to a team meeting,
which included experience and information exchange, sharing good practice and local
knowledge, exposure to a wide range of contacts and networks through meetings and
presentations by external agents, monitoring performance and retaining focus, and motivation
and peer support. Whilst it was difficult to quantify the benefits of this investment, we
believe the bi-weekly meetings were invaluable in delivering cohesion and bonding the
RBSA team together, ensuring they remained focused on their mission, and providing a
vehicle for accumulating and managing information.

6.19

In addition to these regular meetings, the RBSAs undertook formal training to gain SFEDI
accreditation37. The mix of RBSA prior experience did not allow for an assessment of the
added value of the SFEDI qualification to be made; however there was value placed in a
nationally recognised qualification by some supply side organisations on the basis that it
provides verification of competence in brokerage skills in a field where technical knowledge
can be evident, but the softer skills are often assumed but not proven. There is some
uncertainty, however, as to how valuable formal qualifications are compared to recruiting
appropriate personal characteristics. Qualities such as a degree of entrepreneurialism, selfstarting strengths, a strategic perspective and ‘fire in the belly’ are less easy to instil through
formal training, and will need to be sought in the recruitment process.
Clear leadership

6.20

The team of four RBSAs was led by a project manager. Early on, whilst the project and the
RBSA team were being inducted and established, this was more or less a full-time role. Once
the Pathfinder became established, the time required to deliver the leadership role was around
50% of a full-time role. Strong and clear leadership was essential in providing the ‘glue’ that
formed the RBSAs into a team, motivating the individual RBSAs in what is essentially a
solitary role, monitoring their performance and addressing any obstacles that occurred. The
role was also instrumental in ensuring the RBSA activity was integrated with relevant
37

Small Firms Enterprise Development Initiative
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strategies (Welland Enterprise, Welland SSP, the Regional Economic Strategy and various
sector strategies), liaising with key stakeholders in the business support structure, and in the
case of the Pathfinder reporting to the Steering Group and to the contract manager.
6.21

Our assessment of the demands of the role suggests that if the model were mainstreamed, the
capacity of one full-time manager would be leadership of two teams of up to six RBSAs each.
The need for sufficient time to manage information, navigate the support sector and keep
informed

6.22

The RBSA approach devoted between 15% and 25% of their time to developing and
maintaining intelligence, networks and relationships (including the bi-weekly meetings).
Time was also assigned to managing the volume of information and the complexity of the
business support networks, so ensuring knowledge and relationships remained current.
Funders need to recognise this in the targets assigned to a funding package.

6.23

There is the potential to free up additional broker time for direct contact with businesses,
through the assignment of administrative/back-office assistance to the RBSA/broker, to
source and distribute information, support the maintenance of contacts (i.e. a one person
‘intelligent call centre’), and organise events. Administrative assistance has been factored in
to the estimate of the unit cost of a broker (paragraph 4.34).
Engaging hard-to-reach businesses – the importance of face-to-face
interaction

6.24

The Pathfinder demonstrated the effectiveness of the model it tested to access hard-to-reach
businesses. The RBSAs’ effectiveness in engaging with businesses that had not previously
taken up externally delivered business support provides evidence that this mechanism works.
The activity data show that 79% of the businesses that the RBSAs contacted proceeded with
either a follow-up call or a visit, or both. Of those, 48% were business support virgins, and at
least 31% were in hard-to-reach sectors, not normally serviced through the mainstream
business support system.

6.25

Few innovative, cost effective alternatives to face-to-face interaction with -hard-to-reach
businesses and business support virgins were identified by the Pathfinder, and the consensus
was that no ‘magic formula’ exists for reaching this segment of the business population. The
RBSA model of proactive prospecting for businesses, and delivering a face-to-face service on
the businesses’ premises, was an appropriate and effective route for reaching and engaging
this segment of the business population. The evidence from the survey of businesses that met
with an RBSA shows overwhelmingly that they preferred accessing support through face-toface contact with the broker at the business’s premises (66% of all businesses that want
contact, and 86% of business support virgins). Telephone is the other contact method valued,
but after the relationship has been established rather than instead of initial face-to-face
interaction, and the percentage opting for this form of contact was much lower (20% of all
businesses and 6% of business support virgins).

6.26

However, face-to-face did not necessarily mean one-to-one in the first stage of contacting
businesses and alerting them to the potential benefits of business support. The RBSAs tested
a range of methods to engage with hard-to-reach businesses. Seeking them out was most
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effectively achieved through events which offered ‘one-to-many’ contact with businesses,
typically networking meetings or business fairs, where establishing contact between the
business and the broker was not the main agenda, and the initial contact could be established
in a neutral environment where the business did not feel under pressure to agree to an
interaction. Once the initial contact had been established, the RBSAs found it much easier
arrange to follow-up with a visit to the business’s premises. The Pathfinder could perhaps
have experimented further in looking for opportunities to reach out to businesses.
Specifically, additional methods which were thought by some stakeholders to merit
exploration included delivering brokerage and advisory services through events and clinics
based in village halls. However, the short timescale of the Pathfinder may have precluded
such activity.
6.27

Marketing literature did not produce many enquiries from businesses, and the evidence from
both businesses and the supply side suggests that mailshots and brochures are only useful as
supporting tools to reinforce proactive brokerage activity, but do not on their own represent a
valid method of reaching and establishing contact with businesses, in particularly those
defined as hard-to-reach. However, the materials produced (the ‘Rough Guide to Business’
and a small leaflet customised for each of the RBSAs) were well received by businesses and
delivery organisations, particularly the Rough Guide to Business, and provided a means for
the RBSA to deliver some value to both businesses and supply side organisations on their first
contact. Both these marketing tools are presented in Annex P.
An integrated service
An ‘end to end’ service: the RBSA as ‘account manager’

6.28

The referral model was set out in the Partnership Protocol (Annex M). The experience of the
Pathfinder identified the need for an ‘end to end’ process, which was not inbuilt in the
Protocol. The ‘end to end’ process would involve one individual tracking contact with the
business, ensuring that the organisation to which they are referred delivers in a timely and
quality assured fashion, and monitors further support needs. In other words, the Pathfinder
has demonstrated that the RBSA, or proactive broker, should have responsibility for acting as
an ‘account manager’ for a portfolio of businesses whereby they are the first substantive point
of contact into the business support network for businesses that are seeking in-depth support
from the public sector, and the subsequent point of re-entry as a business requires further
support.

6.29

Businesses value a relationship, continuity and – in many cases – face-to-face contact. As has
been shown by the Pathfinder, the trust and understanding between a business and a broker
necessary to deliver a thorough brokerage service takes time and effort to develop. It is also
important that a mechanism exists not only to bring businesses into the business support
system, but to retain them once they are engaged.

6.30

The recommended brokerage model serving the hard-to-reach segment of the business
population would therefore position the RBSA/proactive broker as an ‘account manager’,
responsible for developing and maintaining the relationship with a portfolio of businesses,
and providing a consistent and continuous ‘doorway’ to business support provision. This also
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has implications for managing the referral process. If this model sat alongside Business
Link’s IDB model, it would be sensible for the proactive broker to retain responsibility for
account managing a portfolio of businesses.
6.31

This model would also provide a mechanism to follow through the delivery of the service.
The RBSA/broker model cannot operate in isolation, and success will rely on all components
of business support provision delivering effectively. The Partner meetings and Partnership
Protocol established in the course of the Pathfinder recognised the need for the entire business
support network to ‘support a ‘generalist broker’ model, and provided the initial steps for
developing a coherent network of delivery organisations and intermediaries committed to the
model. However, variances in missions, strategies, funding objectives and targets act as
obstacles to achieving a coherent model. These are influenced by external agencies and must
be addressed at a regional and national level in order that consistency and collaboration can
be enhanced. This is considered further in Paragraph 6.54.
The need for efficiency and effectiveness at all stages of the referral model

6.32

The experience of the Pathfinder suggested that delivering an ‘account manager’ service to
businesses requires a significant resource (four to five hours was the average time spent by
the RBSAs to deliver the brokerage service). This has implications if the RBSA model, as it
was delivered in the Pathfinder, were mainstreamed, either as part of the IDB offer or on a
sub-contract basis. The Pathfinder learning suggests that there was the potential for
duplication between the RBSA brokerage service and the IDB model into which businesses
were referred in some cases, and some discontinuities in the service occurred due to system
and resource issues. If the characteristics of the RBSA model were either to inform the model
for the IDB broker, or to provide the basis for an additional service to rurally based and hardto-reach businesses, the potential discontinuities and inefficiencies in the referral process
could be circumvented. The main recommendations here include:
•

sufficient time being allocated per client

•

recognition that the brokerage service does not stop at the point of referral, but
continues for the purposes of quality control and to ensure businesses are retained in
the support system

•

full integration of the brokerage service with the IDB model, whether or not the
service is delivered directly by Business Link, or it is contracted out to locally based
delivery agents.

Regional and sub-regional considerations
Keep delivery local
6.33

A powerful message that has emerged from the Pathfinder is the importance of local delivery.
The recommendation from the research is that brokerage, whether delivered independently as
with the RBSA model, or through Business Link, should be hosted and delivered on the
ground through an organisation with a local presence. The arguments supporting this
recommendation include:
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6.34

•

the credibility and trust businesses place in locally based resources (organisation and
individual), rather than services ‘parachuted’ into the area

•

the importance of access

•

the knowledge of local networks, services and conditions that can only be built up
through a broker being embedded in the area

•

the local intelligence, understanding of business culture and the community provided
by the local host organisation

•

the ability to respond directly to local strategies and issues, and to tailor the support to
meet local needs

•

integration with local, existing provision to contribute to stability and coherence.

The changes in the Business Link model over the duration of the Pathfinder have complicated
the issue: at the start of the project, the county-based Business Link structure lent itself to
delivery of the RBSA role directly, although this was not in fact the way the project was set
up. With the advent of the regional Business Link model, there is concern that if delivery of
the IDB service is managed centrally, the service will suffer through a loss of local
intelligence and presence on the ground. Sub-contracting the service to local delivery
organisations, branded Business Link and fully integrated with the Business Link systems and
processes, would assure the service of being hosted and delivered locally whilst still enabling
Business Link to achieve the desired economies of scale through centralising the
administrative and ‘back room’ processes. emda, in a recent publication38 suggests the
Regional Business Link offer will reflect this, with the intention to “maintain expertise and
local presence” through “locally based advisers … who will ensure that services retain local
presence and knowledge”. The Pathfinder research supports and applauds this aim.
The importance of locating a brokerage service in a strong business support
infrastructure

6.35

The differences in the infrastructure that exist in each of the Local Authority Districts (LADs)
highlighted the need for a strongly underpinned service. A strong business support
environment is characterised by the existence of business advisory structures, strong local
networks, and an effective coalition of key provider organisations. The Welland’s business
support infrastructure, credited with contributing towards the success of the RBSA activity, is
illustrated in Figure 6-1.

38

A new way – the changing face of Business Link in the East Midlands. emda, October 2005.
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Figure 6-1: The Welland business support infrastructure
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6.36

A brokerage service cannot operate effectively in isolation – it is only one component in the
business support infrastructure, albeit a key coordinating link. Where an active business
support environment existed, the research demonstrated that it was easier for the RBSAs to
make contact with businesses, businesses were more open to engaging with the RBSAs, and
there were more obvious referral routes in place. This appeared to contribute to the success of
the RBSA if measured by numbers of business meetings and referrals achieved by one RBSA
(Table 6-1).
Table 6-1: Volume of RBSA ‘brokerage’ delivered – comparison between LADs with different
support infrastructures
LAD with strong infrastructure
and focus on the rural sector

LAD with weak infrastructure and
focus on the rural sector

Number of business meetings (faceto-face)

104

69

Number of businesses referred to
further support

80

41

Numbers achieved over nine months

6.37

Whilst the differences in numbers may not be fully attributable to the presence or absence of
an effective support infrastructure, the disparity in activity levels reinforces the early
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assessment of the strength of business support in the LADs and suggests that this is an
essential pre-condition to the effective functioning of an RBSA/proactive broker model.
6.38

The Pathfinder revealed very strong consensus and support for a model that delivers locally,
fully linked with the relevant local business support and economic development agencies,
which have large local networks and knowledge which will provide an invaluable resource to
the brokers.

6.39

A final observation is that the brokers must be given responsibility to genuinely act as the
‘portal’ to all business support services. This is the aim of the single regional Business Link
provider. In practice, it will require all initiatives to be channelled through the brokerage
service, including currently overlapping provision such as, for example, the LSC’s Train to
Gain skills brokerage, and the entire range of business support for agriculture and land-based
businesses. The benefits of the broker carrying out the initial diagnostic will be an avoidance
of duplication and confusion, and the business’s enhanced ability subsequently to articulate
their needs to other agencies to which they are referred, and consequently access appropriate
support. This will be one step towards increasing the coherence of business support, but will
rely on widespread adoption of the brokerage model amongst a disparate business support
community.
The importance of regional and local networking and partnership:
communication is vital

6.40

The need for the brokerage model to be fully integrated into the wider business support
network has been emphasised, and the importance of strong networks and partners discussed.
The key activities undertaken in the course of the Pathfinder to develop partnership and
achieve commitment to the model were the development of the Partnership Protocol and the
evolution of the Partner meeting initiative.

6.41

The learning drawn from the experience of developing the Partnership Protocol and Partner
meetings includes:
•

the need for clearly defined and mutually beneficial objectives for collaborative
activities

•

the importance of evolving and refining initiatives until they are ‘fit for purpose’

•

the challenges of gaining commitment to a shared set of objectives

•

allowing sufficient time to go through the evolutionary period

•

the difficulty in developing meaningful interaction with fragmented groups (for
example, banks, accountants and small private business support organisations)

•

that the Partnership Protocol and Partner meeting structure is only the first stage of
trying to improve coherence – it took one year to put this foundation in place and it
was only at the end of the Pathfinder that a substantial dialogue and outputs began to
be generated through this route
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•

the need for a formal mechanism to maintain the momentum of the Partner meetings
and to make sure that there is a direct channel of communication between this and
other components of the project.

6.42

On this basis, it is recommended that a means for taking forward the Partner meetings
initiative is put in place. Our estimate is that the management of this initiative, including
organisation, delivery and reporting will not be highly resource-intensive, and the benefits to
the region and the sub-regions will be considerable, although probably not easily quantifiable.

6.43

The Action Learning Sets also identified the desire for a regular local meeting of delivery
organisations and intermediaries to be put in place. This would provide a forum for suppliers
to exchange information and update their knowledge, and would cover issues such as new
initiatives being launched, initiatives coming to an end, collaboration on problem solving, and
the strengthening of relationships.
Widening the business support service
The mainstream delivery system as the delivery vehicle for support to rural enterprises

6.44

There was qualified support for the mainstream brokerage service supporting all rural
enterprises, including agriculture and other land-based industries.

6.45

The RBSA model fills a gap for agricultural and land-based businesses, and consultation
amongst the agricultural support community suggests that this is broadly the right model to
fill the gap. Without the RBSA service, typically farmers would have had to depend on their
Land Agent, network of advisers and themselves to find out about the support available.
Inevitably, the quality of knowledge and the signposting would have been patchy. Research
with businesses shows that around 80% of (a very small sample of) agricultural businesses
would not as a rule have thought of Business Link as the right place to access support, despite
the delivery of FBAS through Business Link - this was confirmed by the supply side.
Approximately a quarter of the businesses with whom an RBSA had a meeting were from
agricultural or other land-based sectors. The take-up of support, evidenced by the survey of
businesses that met with an RBSA, suggests a high level of satisfaction amongst farmers and
other land-based enterprises with their encounter with the RBSA (see Table 6-2), with nearly
half the farmers (7 out of 16) and land-based enterprises (10 out of 18) accepting a referral to
further business support.
Table 6-2: Satisfaction levels with support delivered by RBSAs
Farmers

Other land-based
enterprises

Percentage that rated the support as ‘4’ or ‘5’

70%

61%

Percentage that rated the support as ‘3’, ‘4’ or ‘5’

97%

87%

Satisfaction with the overall support delivered by the RBSA
(Satisfaction measured by rating on a scale of 1-5, where ‘1’
is ‘very dissatisfied’ and ‘5’ is ‘very satisfied’)
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6.46

The Pathfinder would therefore appear to have moved farmers from ad hoc, chance
encounters with mainstream business support to systematising their integration, and provides
evidence that the mainstream delivery system as the delivery vehicle for support to rural
enterprises, and in particular agricultural and land-based enterprises, has the potential to
succeed.

6.47

However, this proposition is extremely complex, and from the agricultural and land-based
businesses’ perspective, there is a range of obstacles relating to the mainstream delivery
system which will need to be addressed, as is recognised by Defra in Modernising Rural
Delivery. Feedback from agricultural support suppliers suggests these will include
experience of:
•

poor signposting

•

the business adviser being insufficiently qualified to cope with the diversity of
enterprises found on a farm and not understanding the tensions between different
activities (for example, a tourism business may alter the way in which land can be
managed and affect income received)

•

failure to recognise issues falling within the scope of business advice, for example
compliance with new legislation

•

the perception of business support organisations as ‘the government’, with a
consequent reluctance to confide in a service not believed to be confidential

•

current information relating to farmers and farm diversification being incomplete.

6.48

Nonetheless, there are already organisations in place which ‘bridge this gap, the East
Midlands Rural Business Desk being identified as an exemplar.

6.49

Success will, however, depend on the brokerage vehicle being credible, and on a range of
issues being resolved:

6.50

•

Business Link’s brand is positively regarded

•

Government agencies and intermediaries ‘pull in the same direction’, which requires
formal and practical ‘buy in’ to the model, and active contribution to its success
(engagement of government agencies that did not have a seat on the Steering Group
was difficult, for example)

•

the model will always rely on the quality of the individuals delivering the service.
Defining the right skills, qualifications, experience and personal attributes necessary
for the role is vital.

•

the model is based on the broker as a ‘sensitised generalist’ (see paragraph 6.9).

A caveat to this qualified support relates to the complexity of the demands and pressures
facing agriculture and the range of support and advice available to support this complex
environment – involving many different organisations and initiatives and considerable
overlap. Effectively mainstreaming the range of support and advice available to the
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agricultural community will therefore be an immense challenge. Whilst some of this
complexity can only be solved at central government level (for example the decision that the
Farm Advisory Service, currently funded by Defra, will not necessarily be delivered through
Business Link), providing access to the support through mainstream brokerage is considered
to be possible, providing the organisation and structure in place is sufficiently well informed,
sensitised, effective and credible.
Widening the portfolio of services beyond core business support

6.51

6.52

This question has been addressed in the previous chapter under Objective 4. The conclusions
from the Pathfinder include a strong message that:
•

widening the scope of the services that are included in the business support ‘bundle’
beyond core business support, i.e. to include support relating to crime services,
environmental services and health and childcare, was too ambitious a proposition at
present

•

some of the wider issues are considered by businesses to be more relevant to the
business support portfolio than others. In particular, if support were to be extended,
businesses would favour support in relation to environmental issues which are
considered to be intrinsic to business performance.

The Pathfinder research suggested that the primary objective should be to enhance the core
business support offer. Our assessment, based on the businesses’ responses, the RBSAs’
experience, and stakeholder consultations, is that moves to widen the scope of support
delivered through brokerage should proceed with caution. The first step is already being
taken to widen delivery to include additional sectors, mainly agriculture and other land-based
enterprises, but also other excluded sectors. We recommend that this expansion to the
business support service is consolidated and refined first, to ensure it is working effectively,
before expanding the range of non-traditional support services included.
This
recommendation is above all informed by the problems experienced by suppliers in coping
with the existing volume and fragmentation of information and maintaining up–to-date
knowledge; adding new responsibilities may over-burden the supply side, even if it is
intended to reduce confusion amongst the business population.

Messages for the National Agenda
Achieving coherence relies on coherence at all levels
6.53

To provide a seamless business support service will require commitment at the levels of
national, regional, sub-regional and local agencies and a mechanism and incentives for
actively connecting up both public and private sector intermediary and delivery organisations
across all sectors. Only then can the brokerage service be truly effective.

6.54

Without reducing overlap and duplication in central Government at a national level, it will be
difficult to take fundamental steps to improving coherence at the regional and local levels. A
diagram illustrating some of the current funding routes and the national, regional and subregional agencies involved, is presented in Figure 6-2.
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Figure 6-2: Illustration of some current funding routes and the agencies involved
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So, what are the implications at the different levels?
Lessons for reducing confusion

6.56

Objective 5 addressed the issue of reducing confusion for the customer, and also highlighted
the wide and detrimental scale of confusion that exists amongst supply side operatives. This
finding is one of the key messages which needs to be taken on board at a central government
level, from where a lot of confusion originates.

6.57

The Pathfinder’s research suggests that confusion can only be addressed if a number of
conditions are met:
•

information about all services is clear, sufficiently detailed, up-to-date and collected
centrally – enabling gaps and areas of duplication to be identified

•

at the regional level, the coordination of all funding streams for business support is
undertaken centrally (either by one organisation or, preferably, a coalition of business
support organisations) – enabling decisions about targeting funding for support to be
based on comprehensive information of need, demand and existing supply

•

Government departments collaborate to simplify and streamline the funding streams,
and to increase the length of funding cycles to increase stability in the business
support sector. A minimum of three years is recommended. This will have the dual
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effect of reducing the loss of experienced people, and enabling a service to be
established, to develop momentum and a profile, and for the delivery organisations to
work with a client over an extended period if required
•

funding is more flexible, enabling regional or sub-regional support organisations to
define the detailed objectives of the funding and the associated targets – to avoid
service delivery being diverted from local needs in order to access funding.

6.58

At the delivery interface, the RBSAs reduced confusion by investing a significant amount of
time in understanding and maintaining current information on the business support portfolio.

6.59

However, the model operates in a climate of confusion, exemplified by a range of
departments running programmes involving brokerage services (the LSC’s Train to Gain
skills brokers, the current Farm Business Advisory Service, and the East Midlands’ Social
Enterprise pilot IDB initiative illustrate the potential for confusion), and programmes to
reduce unemployment, develop skills and stimulate start-up. The recent shift of responsibility
for Social Enterprise from the DTI39 to Treasury is likely to cause additional confusion
amongst the business support infrastructure which has worked hard to identify common
characteristics amongst ‘mainstream’ enterprise and social enterprise, to improve
understanding of social enterprise amongst mainstream business support, and to improve
access for social enterprises to mainstream business support. Transferring responsibility for
social enterprise is likely to exacerbate confusion.

6.60

The business support environment is unlikely to be simplified unless steps are taken at a
central government level to develop:

6.61

•

a collective definition of what constitutes business support: the structure and
composition of the ‘customer base’ and the component elements of support

•

a shared strategy to deploying the funding available to support enterprise

•

agreement of roles and responsibilities across the relevant Government departments

•

a common approach to setting targets

•

a sensible approach to funding timescales, with an agreed minimum of three years
attached to a funding stream, large or small

•

a move away from project-based funding, to core funding for key business support
organisations in order to maintain stability and continuity. This would need to be
accompanied by a rigorous monitoring and evaluation methodology which enables
unacceptable performance to be identified and addressed at an early stage.

Without this, duplication will continue, resulting in sub-optimal deployment of the limited
resources available; and continuing and increasing confusion.

39

Now the Department for Business, Enterprise and Regulatory Reform (BERR)
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Funding-related concerns
6.62

The structure and source of funding streams was identified as a major source of confusion and
a barrier to the coherent delivery of business support. A number of dimensions were
identified that acted as hindrances:
•

Funding from a range of government departments: there are many examples of
funding from different departments directed either at one agency (e.g. the RDA) or at
different agencies operating in the same geographic area or sector, which are
effectively designed to achieve similar outcomes. There is the potential for these to
overlap, confuse and result in duplication. An example cited was the current LEGI
funding to local authorities who may, as a result, fund delivery directly, in
competition with the Business Link IDB model.

•

The short term nature of funding cycles contributes to confusion due to the plethora
of projects and the constant churn. Amongst supply side organisations, this affects:
¾

Continuity, resulting in skills being lost because in the face of uncertainty
individuals move jobs to secure future employment (many examples were
provided of a position being funded for one or two years, in which time it
takes several months for the individual to be recruited, to establish
themselves in the role, and then – due to the imminent end to their contract –
to plan their exit). Such uncertainty is also detrimental to motivation.

¾

Relationship building: relationships are central to an effective network of
business support that encourages referral and signposting. An organisation or
individual will only be willing to signpost if they can do so with confidence,
know that the organisation to which they refer the business will respond to
the referral in a timely and effective manner, and will take the business
forward through the support they provide. Without this confidence, the
broker or adviser is likely to try to help the business themselves, thus
potentially delivering a sub-optimal service since they may not be best
positioned to help the business. Short term funding militates against
continuity and therefore the development of stable relationships.

¾

The ability of advisers to maintain current knowledge and make accurate
recommendations: experience was recounted of businesses being referred to
a particular grant, only to find that it was no longer available as the funding
had run out, even if the programme was theoretically still running.

The detrimental influence of targets on the shape of delivery and the
coherence of the business support service
6.63

Funding from different sources imposes different objectives and targets. An organisation,
concerned to access sufficient funding to ensure its future viability, can find itself having to
deliver services defined at national or EU level, which may not precisely meet the needs of
the local business community. Illustrations include targets attached to some funding for startup support, which steer the activity to particular segments of the business population (for
example minority ethnic groups or women entrepreneurs), when the need may be generic in
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the area. Another example is the Pathfinder itself, which was designed as a research project
but which was required to report against a range of output targets which bore little relation to
the objectives of the Pathfinder itself (including new jobs created and graduates employed by
small businesses). These targets were attached to the project in order that the funding could
be made available, irrespective that they did not match the purpose of the Pathfinder40.
6.64

Furthermore, under pressure to deliver against targets, the funded organisation may be
reluctant to refer a business to a more appropriate source of support, retaining the business
and delivering the service themselves in order to meet targets. The result: the business
receives a sub-optimal service.

40

See Paragraph 4.5 for discussion about the Pathfinder’s targets.
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7: Conclusions and lessons for dissemination
7.1

Clearly, many of the issues that have been identified in the course of the Pathfinder research
have implications for the Government’s Simplification Agenda.

7.2

The key messages from the research include the following:
•

Put in place a proactive brokerage/advisory service: The regional Business Link
IDB model is a step in the right direction, but the recommendation is that brokers
working in rural areas, tasked with engaging with hard–to-reach businesses and
business support virgins should be proactive, seeking out businesses, establishing
contact, trust and a relationship with them and acting as ‘account managers’. The
importance of continuity was stressed.

•

The ‘sensitised generalist’: The first substantial contact point for the business, i.e.
the broker, needs to have the ability to communicate with the business ‘in their
context’, that is whether they are agricultural businesses, a social enterprise, or a
knowledge-based business, the broker should be sufficiently aware of the issues and
priorities relating to the type of business to be sensitised to the context within which
they operate, the constraints implied by the nature of their business, and the
appropriate sources of support available to that business. The research suggests a
genuine specialist is not needed, and may not be appropriate, at the brokerage stage,
with specialist input being a function of the subsequent stage of support.

•

Flexibility in the broker role to include a small delivery function: enable brokers to
deliver small parcels of business support which the private sector will not, or cannot,
take on, and which are too small to represent a defined piece of consultancy, training
or other form of support. The broker role will therefore need to be endowed with
sufficient time (and therefore funding) to deliver this form of support prior to, or in
some cases instead of, referring the business to a delivery agent. Mindful of the
potential for conflict of interest (reference the early Business Link PBA model), this
role would need to be carefully monitored.

•

The regionalisation of Business Link should not lose the local dimension of
delivery: a very high level of consensus emerged from the Pathfinder that delivery of
business support brokerage needs to be local and visible – a presence on the ground,
delivered by brokers and advisers that know and are known in a particular area.

•

Investment in the broker role: the Pathfinder has shown the importance of allocating
a considerable percentage of a broker’s time to managing and maintaining up-to-date
information, relationships and networks, and continuous professional development.
A strong case has also been made for the team management role. Evidence from the
supply side corroborates this need, as does the struggle delivery agents are facing to
remain current and manage the complexities of the business support network without
sufficient time factored into their role for these tasks.
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•

Formation of an enterprise partnership: to improve information sharing and
relationship building, the formation of a partnership is recommended, which meets
quarterly to share information about support services and funding, covering planned
activities, new activities coming on stream, initiatives that are ceasing, and key issues
that need resolving. The recommendation is that this is operated at a sub-regional
level, is open to all supply side organisations in an area, and that each partner
organisation is represented at both strategic and operational level to ensure effective
dissemination of the information within each organisation.

•

Development of a regularly updated and comprehensive map of advisers’ skills and
specialist knowledge, to inform the supply side and enhance the ability for effective
referral. The basis for this could be the initial work carried out by the RBSAs.

•

The structure of funding: for a variety of reasons the structure of funding
contributes to the barriers to businesses engaging with support provision. We
conclude that the following steps be taken:

•

¾

funding cycles be lengthened: commitment should be made for a minimum
of three years’ funding for key initiatives and for core funding to institutions.
This would demonstrate confidence in the funded organisation’s ability to
deliver, and such a minimum period would ensure some level of stability
within the business support sector, enabling retention of skilled and
experienced people, sufficient time to raise awareness and then respond to
demand for a service, and for the provision to be evaluated and refined

¾

funding streams be simplified: the recommendation is for fewer, larger pots
of funding, with more authority devolved to the funded organisation to target
funding according to local needs, and flexibility to vire funds according to
need and demand.

Finally, the point needs to be made that a system based on referrals will only be
effective if the referrer has confidence that the organisation to which they refer has
sufficient understanding of the business’s needs, and will follow the referral up in a
timely and effective fashion. Currently, some very strong and reliable linkages exist,
but these are based on personal relationships between individuals and long experience
of working together rather than a robust and watertight system. Without confidence
in the system, individual organisations will continue to try to ‘service’ the businesses
themselves.
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